




Dear Members,

The 66th Annual General Meeting of SIEMA was held on 21st June 2019. I take 
this opportunity to thank Members for there-election of the Managing Committee 

members. I also thank the Managing Committee members and Past Presidents for having 
elected the same set of Office Bearers for the year 2019-20. As President of this prestigious 
Association I had the opportunity to meet various policy makers and Technocrats in the 
Central and State governments at various levels to represent the issues of the members. 

In this magazine, we are publishing articles on Global Warming. Climate change 
deniers have argued that there has been a “pause” or a “slowdown” in rising global 
temperatures. But several recent studies, including a 2015 paper published in a journal, 
have disproved this claim. Scientists say that unless we curb global-warming emissions, 
average U.S. temperatures could increase by up to 10 degrees Fahrenheit over the next 
century.

The growth of the world's population is estimated to reach 10 billion by 2050. Due 
to this the demand for food crops will be higher than demand for other crops. Global 
warming and associated changes in the hydrological cycle and sea-level rise are expected 
to cause serious negative impact on natural ecosystems, human health, and economy.
Climate models project that global surface air temperatures may increase by 4.0–5.8 °C 
in the next few decades.

It is projected that rainfall patterns in India would change with the western and 
central areas witnessing as many as 15 more dry days each year, whereas the northern 
and northwestern areas could have 5 to 10 more days of rainfall annually. Thus, dry 
areas are expected to get drier and wet areas wetter. It is projected that India's population 
could reach 1.4 billion by 2025 and may exceed China's population in the 2040s. If 
agricultural production is adversely affected by climate change, livelihood and food 
security in India would be at risk.

“Energy Efficiency is the most cost effective way to reduce emissions”

The 8th Meeting of Technical Committee on Pumpsets under S & L Programme 
of Bureau of Energy Efficiency was held on 26th June 2019 at New Delhi. On behalf 
of  SIEMA, SITARC and representatives of pump industries attended the meeting. BEE 
revised the Star Rating Performance Factor for pumpsets with effect from 1st January 2020.

Meet you in next issue.

With regards

V. Krishnakumar
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vPÌ¢uÁº.	 Põ¢v°ß	 uø»ø©°À	 Âkuø»	

EnºÄøh¯	 |õmk©UPÒ	 C¢v¯õÂß	

Âkuø»UPõP¨	 ÷£õµõiÚº.	 Põ¢v°ß	

ÁõÌUøP	 £»¸US	 •ßÝuõµn©õP	 C¸¢ux.	

AøuU	 Pøh¨¤izuÁºPÐÒ	 |õ©UPÀ	 PÂbº	

SÔ¨¤hzuUPÁº.	CuØS	Kº	Euõµn®	£õºUP»õ®.

D.öÁ.µõ.Ä® |õ©UPÀ PÂb¸® 

C¢v¯	 Âkuø»¨	 ÷£õµõmhzvÀ	 Põ¢v÷¯õk	

Cøn¢x	 ö£›¯õº	 D.öÁ.µõ.	 AÁºPÐ®	

÷£õµõiÚõº.	 A¨ö£õÊx	 AÁº	 Põ[Qµì	

C¯UPzvÀ	C¸¢uõº.	BÚõÀ,	Põ[Qµ_	C¯UPzvß	

öŒ¯À£õkPÎÀ	 D.öÁ.µõ	 •µs£mhõº.	 A¢ua	

\©¯zvÀ	D.öÁ.µõ.Ähß	|õ©UPÀ	PÂbº	ªS¢u	

÷uõÇø©÷¯õk	 £ÇQÁ¢uõº.	 BÚõÀ	 D.öÁ.µõ	

Põ[Qµ_	C¯UPzøu	Â©º\Ú®	öŒ#Áøu	|õ©UPÀ	

PÂbº	 Â¸®£ÂÀø».	 HöÚßÓõÀ	 Põ¢v	 A¢u	

C¯UPzv¼¸¢xuõß	£õk£mk	Á¢uõº.	Põ[Qµì	

C¯UPa	öŒ¯À£õkPÎÀ	•µs£õk	öPõshuõÀ	

Põ[QµøŒ	Âmk	D.öÁ.µõ	öÁÎ÷¯	Á¢uõº.	AÁøµa	

\©õuõÚ¨£kzvU	 Põ[QµéúUS	 AøÇzuõº	

|õ©UPÀ	PÂbº.	A¨÷£õx	D.öÁ.µõ	CÛ	A¢u¨	

÷£a_U÷P	 ChªÀø».	 |õmkUSa	 _u¢vµ®	

Áõ[S	 •ß	 |®	 uªÌ	 ©UPÐUS¨	 £SzuÔøÁ	

Fmh	 ÷Ásk®;	 ‰h¨£ÇUP	 ÁÇUP[PøÍ	

JÈUP	÷Ásk®;	AuØPõP¨	£õk£h¨	÷£õQ÷Óß. 

}[PÐ®	 Põ[Qµì	 C¯UPzv¼¸¢x	 öÁÎ÷¯Ô	

GßÖ® Põ¢v

Põ¢v²®, 

C¢v¯ _u¢vµ 

÷£õµõmh•®!

J¸\©¯®,	Põ¢v¯iPÒ	E¨¦a	\zv¯õUQµP¨	

÷£õµõmhzøuz	 öuõh[QÚõº.	

Áh|õmiÀ	usi	GßÝ®	ChzvÀ	E¨¦UPõ#a\U	

Põ¢v¯iPÒ	u®	öuõshºP÷Íõk	|h¢x	öŒßÓõº.	

A÷u	 |õÎÀ	 öußÚõmiÀ	 |®	 ©v¨¦US›¯	

Cµõáõâ²®	 AÁº	 u®	 öuõshºPÐ®	

÷Áuõµs¯®	 GßÓ	 Chzv¼¸¢x	 AoÁSzxa	

öŒßÖ	E¨¦	GkzuõºPÒ.	A¨£i	AÁºPÒ	E¨¦a	

\zv¯õUQµP®	 öŒ#¯a	 öŒßÓ÷£õx	 ÷u\£Uvø¯	

ÁÍºUPz	uS¢uÁõÖ	|®	PÂbº	ö£¸©õß	£õiU	

öPõkzu	£õhÀPøÍ	ªPÄ®	EØŒõPzxhß	£õia	

öŒßÓÚº.	 A¨£õhø»	Aa]mk	B°µUPnUQÀ	

uªÇP®	G[S®	Põ[Qµ_z	uø»ÁºPÒ	ÁÇ[QÚº.	

A¨£õhø»	 AÔ¯õuõº	 ¯õº?	 |õ•®	 C[S	 J¸	

•øÓ	£õk÷Áõ®.

Pzv°ßÔ µzuªßÔ

²zuö©õßÖ Á¸Sx

\zv¯zvß {zv¯zøu

|®¦® ¯õ¸® ÷Œ¸Ãº

(|õ©UPÀ	PÂbº	£õhÀPÒ, 

£UP®	&	115)

C¢u¨	£õh÷»	|®	PÂbøµz	÷u]¯U	PÂbº	

GßÓ	£õµõmiØS›¯ÁµõUQ¯x.	

Põ¢v¯U öPõÒøP

Põ¢v¯iPÒ	C¢v¯	Âkuø»UPõP¨	£õk£mhÁº.	

C¢v¯	Âkuø»¨	÷£õµõmhzvØS	AaŒõo¯õPz	
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The greatest danger for most of us is not that our aim is too high and we miss it, 
but that it is too low and we reach it



GßÝhß	 £SzuÔÄ	 C¯UPzvØS¨	 £õk£h	

Áõ¸[PÒ	 GßÖ	 TÔÚõº.	 AuØS	 |õ©UPÀ	

PÂbº,	uõ[PÒ	Bµ®¤US®	C¯UPzøu	G¨÷£õx	

÷Ásk©õÚõ¾®	Bµ®¤UP»õ®;	BÚõÀ	©Põz©õ	

Põ¢vø¯¨	÷£õ»	J¸	 uø»Áøµ	 |®	ÁõÌ|õÎÀ	

£õºUP	•i¯õx.	Põ¢v¯iPÒ	ÁÈø¯¨	¤ß£ØÔ	

Gß	 ÁõÌ|õÒ	 •Êx®	 _u¢vµ	 C¯UPzxUPõP¨	

£õk£k÷Áß	 GßÖ	 TÔ	 |õ©UPÀ	 v¸®¤Úõº.	

Auß¤ßÚº	Põ¢vø¯¨	¦PÌ¢x	£õiÚõº.		

öŒõÀ¾® öŒ¯¾® JßÓõP¨ 

ö£õ¸¢v¯Áº Põ¢v 

Põ¢v¯õÀ	|õ©UPÀ	PÂbº	DºUP¨£mhuØS,	Põ¢v	

Pøh¨¤izu	öPõÒøPPÒ	«x	HØ£mh	©v¨÷£	

Põµn©õS®.

J¸•øÓ,	 Põ¢v¯õº	 u®	 öŒõØö£õÈÂÀ	

C¢v¯õÂÀ	 EÒÍ	 HÌø©ø¯	 ÂÍUQ¨	

÷£]Úõº.	HøÇPøÍU	Põ¨£õØÖÁvÀ	©ßÚºPÒ	

uÁÔÂmhÚº	 GÚa	 _miU	 PõmiÚõº.	 AuÚõÀ	

Põ[Qµ_z	 uø»ÁºPÐ®	 ©ßÚºPÐ®	 Põ¢vø¯	

öÁÖzuÚº.	 v»Pº	 (wÂµÁõu	 Âkuø»a	

]¢uøÚ¯õÍº)	 ÷£õßÓÁºPÒ	 wÂµÁõu®	

÷£]UöPõs÷h	 öPõk[÷Põ»ºPÎß	

öPõkgöŒ¯ÀPøÍU	 PsiUP	Ag]Úº.	BÚõÀ	

Põ¢v,	 u®	 ©ÚzvÀ	 EÒÍøu	 öÁÎ¨£øh¯õPU	

TÔÚõº.	 CuøÚU	 Psh	 |õ©UPÀPÂbº,	

Põ¢v¯õ›h÷©	 öŒõÀ¾®	 öŒ¯¾®	 JßÓõP¨	

ö£õ¸¢v°¸¨£uõP¨	 £õiÚõº.	 'Cøu,	

öŒõÀÁv[S	 GÀ»õºUS®	 _»£®	 BS®;	

BÚõÀ	 öŒõßÚx	 ÷£õÀ	 öŒ¯À£h	 •¯ßÓõº	

Põ¢v¯õº	J¸Á÷µ	Aß÷Óõ?'	GßÖ	SÔ¨¤mhõº.	

AxÁøµ°À	 Põ¢v¯õ›ß	 ŒõzÂP¨	 ÷£õ›À	

|®¤UøP	 öPõÒÍõv¸¢u	 PÂbº,	 A¨÷£õøµ¨	

£ØÔ²®	 Põ¢v¯zøu¨	 £ØÔ²®	 |ßS	 öuÎÁõP	

AÔ¢x	öPõsk	Põ¢v¯U	PÂbµõP	©õÔÂmhõº.

Põ¢v¯® |® Ehø© & AuøÚU

Põ¨£x |® Phø© 

Põ¢v¯® ÁõÌ¢öuõÎµ & öu#ÁU

P¸ønø¯a `Ì¢vk÷Áõ®.

               	(|õ©UPÀ	PÂbº	£õhÀ,	£UP®	&	104)	

Põ¢v¯U	 öPõÒøPø¯¨	 £øÓŒõØÓ	 |õ©UPÀ	

PÂbº	•¯ßÓuØS	J¸	ŒõßÓõP	C¢u¨	£õhø»U	

öPõÒÍ»õ©À»Áõ?

AQ®øŒ 

C¢v¯	 Âkuø»¨	 ÷£õµõmhzvÚº	 Põ¢v°ß	

AQ®øŒ	 ö|Ôø¯¨	 ¤ß£ØÔ	 Âkuø»	 ÷ÁÒÂ	

|hzvÚº.	 ÷£õ›À	 E°º¨£¼	 HØ£kÁx	 C¯À¦.	

÷£õ›À	B²u[PøÍ¨	£¯ß£kzxÁx	÷£õº	uº©®.	

BÚõÀ	B²u¨	 ÷£õøµUPõ¢v	 öÁÖzuõº.	 \zv¯	

ö|Ô°À	 AQ®øŒ	 Ai¨£øh°À	 ÷£õ›kÁøu	

Â¸®¤¯Áº	Põ¢v.	B[Q÷»¯ºPÒ	uõ[PÍõP÷Á	

C¢v¯õøÁ	ÂmköÁÎ÷¯Ó,	Põ¢v°ß	AQ®øŒ¨	

÷£õ÷µ	Põµn©õS®.

AØ¦uß Põ¢v AÓö|Ô öPõs÷hõ®

Aiø© Â»[SPÒ APßÓÚ Ps÷hõ® 

        									(|õ©UPÀ	PÂbº	£õhÀ,	£UP®	&	134)

Aiø©	 Â»[S	 §mi¯Áº	 B[Q÷»¯ºPÒ.	

AÁºPÎhª¸¢x	 Âkuø»	 Aøh¯U	 Põ¢v°ß	

AÓö|Ô÷¯	 Põµn©õ°¸¢ux	 Gß£øu	

÷©ØöŒõßÚ	 Á›PÎ¼¸¢x	 ¦›¢x	 öPõÒÍ	

•iQÓuÀ»Áõ?

Jsi Asi SskÂmi[

S°º £Ôzu ¼ßÔ÷¯

©sh»zvÀ Psi »õu

\søh JßÖ ¦xø©÷¯

Pzv°ßÔ..........

(|õ©UPÀ	PÂbº	£õhÀ,	£UP®	&	115)

Pzv°ßÔ,	 µzuªßÔ	 ²zuö©õßÖ	 Á¸Sx	

GßÓ	C¢u¨	£õh¼ß	¤ß	EÒÍ	Áµ»õØÖa	öŒ#v	

Cxuõß	&	£øh ÷uøÁ°Àø» Gß£@u.

w µv = 5000 ÷£õº ÃµºPÐUS 

\©©õÚ Ãµß

w	 Avµv = 10,000 ÷£õº ÃµºPÐUS 

\©©õÚ Ãµß

w	 ©Põµv = 60,000 ÷£õº ÃµºPÐUS 

\©©õÚ Ãµß

w	 Av©Põµv = 12 ©PõµvPÐUS 

\©©õÚ Ãµß (7,20,000 

ÃµºPÐUS \©®)

w	 ©Põ©Põµv = 24 Av©PõµvPÐUS 

\©® (1,72,80,000 ÃµºPÐUS 

\©®, C¢u §ª°À CxÁøµ 

©Põ©PõµvPÒ ¤ÓUPÂÀø»)

Euõµn[PÒ

w	 µv&

 x›÷¯õuÚß \÷PõuµºPÒ, 

\SÛ, á¯zµuß, ²vìvµß, 

\Põ÷uÁß, |S»ß.... 

x›÷ÚõuÚÝ® ¥©Ý® 

÷ŒÚÂ¢xÄ® 8 µvUS \©©õP 

öPõÒÍ£kQßÓÚº

w	 Av µv

 Q¸£õaŒõ›¯õº, \À¼¯º, ²xßì_, 

vöµÍ£v ¦zvµºPÒ, P÷hõmPáß, 

§]µÁì....

w	 ©Põ µv

 A¤©ß²(=2 ©Põµv)

 Aºáúnß(=2 ©Põµv)

 Pºnß(=2©Põµv)

 ¥è©º (= 2 C¼¸¢x 3 ©Põµv)

 Â¸\÷ŒÚß, x¸£uß, Œõz¯Q, 

x÷µõnº, £Pzuß....., ÿ µõ©º 

(=7&8 ©Põµv), CµõÁnß(=7&8 

©Põµv)

w	 Av ©Põµv

 £µ_µõ©º, C¢vµâz

w	 ©Põ©Põµv

 ]Áß, xºUøP/PõÎ, Âèq, 

¤µ®©õ, Â|õ¯Pº, Põµzv÷P¯ß

©Põ£õµu, µõ©õ¯n®, ¦µõn[PÒ £i ÃµºPÎß ¤›ÄPÒ
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SIEMA MagazineLife's like a movie; write your own ending, keep believing, keep pretending.
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Good evening, ladies and gentlemen.  I extend 
a warm welcome to the Past Presidents, 

Members of Managing committee, Fellow office 
bearers, Members of SIEMA, office bearers of Sister 
Associations and friends from Press and Media for 
the 66th Annual General meeting.  It gives me great 
pleasure to address this august gathering.

The past one year, we had to go through lot of 
challenges in the industry.  Drought like situation in 
some parts of the country and unseasonal rain in some 
other parts resulted in uncertainty of pump business.  
Foundry industry is also facing problems because of 
slow down in automobile industry.  Most of the areas 
witnessed steep depletion of water level.  We see how 
Chennai city is suffering from severe water shortage.  
Majority of SIEMA members are from Pump industry.  
Our members are fulfilling the water needs of the 
country both rural and urban.  It is also our duty to 
demonstrate the importance of rainwater harvesting 
and borewell recharging for conservation of water.

As per NITI Ayog report, the country’s water 
demand is going to be twice the available supply by 
2030, implying severe water scarcity for hundreds 
of millions of people and an eventual 6% loss in the 
country’s GDP by 2050.  It also predicts that 21 cities 
in India which includes Delhi, Bengaluru, Chennai, 
Hyderabad will see the total depletion of water level 
by next year.  The per capita water availability in the 
country has come down from 5000 cubic meters in 
1950’s to 1400 cubic meters at present.  The water level 
depletion is not only a serious threat for mankind, it 
is a threat for our industry too.  So, it is in our own 
interest to ensure that the water level does not go 
down.

Hence there is an urgent need for our industry 
to educate our customers especially farmers to adopt 
borewell recharge or rainwater harvesting.  We at 
SIEMA are planning to conduct some programmes 
in the coming year to help our farmers in water 
management.

In Swatch Bharat Abhiyan, a subsidy of Rs.12,000 
was given for each individual to construct a toilet and 

that program was successful.  Many in rural areas 
have constructed toilets. Similarly, the newly formed 
Jal Shakthi Ministry, should give subsidy to farmers 
to construct rainwater harvesting structures. Many 
state governments are planning to give free pumpsets 
to farmers under different schemes. But what is more 
important is that the farmers should be assured of 
water in their bores.  When there is no water in their 
bore, what is the use of free pumpsets? So, farmers 
should be given assistance for water conservation 
measures.  Unless we take action now, the future on 
the waterfront will be dangerous.  We, from pump 
industry should do our best to educate our customers 
on water conservation.

Chennai with such water shortage cannot 
afford further growth.  Hence industrial activities 
and expansion should be shifted to TIER 2 cities, 
especially Coimbatore, which has 8 universities and 
86 professional colleges including 64 for engineering 
and 5 for medicine.  There are 12,873 registered 
MSME’s.  So, Coimbatore should get a chance now.

On activities side, we have conducted a number 
of events on Technical,Commercial, Taxation, Export 
etc and the interest shown by our members are very 
encouraging.

We have received ISO 9001-2015 certificate from 
TUV.

As you all are aware, SIEMA’s main strength 
is in Technical activities.  As in the past SIEMA 
had contributed a lot in formulating the pump 
standards working in coordination with BIS.  
Notable contribution this year is BIS 17018-2018 – 
Solar Photovoltaic water pumping system – Part 1 – 
Centrifugal Pumps – Specification.  SIEMA succeeded 
in bringing inclusion of pumps with standard 
material of construction in the standards which was 
contested by few manufacturers who were insisting 
on fabricated SS construction only.  To prove our 
point, we have made 4 pumps of different MOC and 
tested,and the reports were sent to NISE.  We had 
sent the pump samples also to NISE.

There is no security in this life. There is only opportunity.
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BEE is revising the performance factors for 
star rating in the S&L program for  pumpsets.  Our 
technical committee was active in giving inputs to 
BEE.  I take this opportunity to thankSri.K.V.Karthik - 
V.P, Dr.C.Murugesan-Chairman Technical Committee, 
Dr.R.Subramaniam, Sri.A.M.Selvaraj, Sri.P.Ramesh 
and others for their active involvement.  I also thank 
Sri.G.Rajendran, Past president for his guidance and 
support in the technical activities.

SIEMA with SITARC has undertaken the 
development of smart submersible pump under “ 
Enhancing the competitiveness of Indian Capital 
Goods Industry” scheme of Department of Heavy 
Industry and an initiative of Department of Commerce 
and EEPC India.  A centre of Excellence has been set 
up at SITARC under the project and a high-speed 
permanent magnet pumpset capable of operating at 
4000rpm has been developed and tested.  The project 
is unique as it is the first time that the Government, 
Research Institutes and Industry are coming together 
for development of a product.  The research institutes 
are Indian Institute of Technology – Madras, Central 
Mechanical Engineering Research Institute, Indian 
Institute of Science and PSG college of Technology.

SIEMA has been taking up various issues 
concerning our Industry to central and state 
governments, from time to time.  We have made 
representation to the Ministry of Finance, Labour, 
MSME, Heavy Industries, Rural Developments etc 
highlighting the following points.

• Reduction of GST Rate for Engineering Job work 
from 18% to 5%

• Refund of GST paid for Services to be returned to 
manufacturers under Inverted tax structure

• Tender norms for giving preference to MSME’s
• Modernisation to include deployment of Robots – 

Grant of up to 25% for Industries adopting robots 
in the manufacturing line.

• Raw material sourcing collaboration with NSIC, 
Coimbatore

• Participation in Trade fairs with EEPC India

We have represented the following points to the State 
Governments

• Tender conditions and specifications for Solar 
pumps.

• Ring Road around Coimbatore city
• Coimbatore Airport Expansion
• Skill development centres
• Quality and uninterrupted power supply.

Foreign Trade
SIEMA jointly with EEPC India, organised the 
following sessions:

• Session to “Develop strategy for the Export of 
Engineering products” by Delloitte Consultancy 
Services

• A Roadshow on “Business & Export opportunities 
of Engineering products through EEPC India’s 
worldwide Exhibition 2019”

• Workshop on “GST under Exports & Imports”
• “Opportunities for Exports of Engineering 

Products throughout the world with focus on 
Doing business with VIETNAM”

SIEMA was approached for setting up of a 
common Engineering facility centre for Industrial 
Valves at Coimbatore.  The Government of India will 
support the establishment of the centre with a grant.  
The DPR for the project is under preparation and will 
be submitted soon.

I am happy to inform that SIEMA magazine is 
getting popularized year by year.  Many members 
and readers appreciated the themes selected and 
articles published in the magazines.  We have given a 
prominent place in our magazine for the 150th Birth 
Anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi and the first article 
in all issues of the SIEMA magazine has always been 
about Gandhi and his messages.  We will be doing 
this throughout 150th anniversary.  We have received 
appreciation from National Gandhi Museum, New 
Delhi and Gandhi Museum Campus, Madurai for our 
efforts.

I thank the authors, advertisers for their support 
and cooperation and request for their continued 
support in the years to come.

New Government under the leadership of 
Hon.P.M.Shri Narendra Modi has taken charge at 
Delhi.  With a huge majority in Parliament, they can 
take various positive steps to help the industry in 
general and engineering industry in particular.  The 
industry is expecting an industry friendly budget 
from the Finance Minister.  We are expecting more 
fund allocation for skill development, which will 
result in availability of skilled manpower for the 
industry  We also expect allocation of funds for 
housing, which will give a boost to domestic pump 
business.  As already mentioned, govt shall provide 
incentives for water conservation measures.

I take this opportunity to thank all Past Presidents 
for their guidance.

I thank my fellow office bearers Mr.K.V.Karthik, 
Mr.D.Vignesh & Mr.Mithun Ramdas for their 
support in conducting the day to day activities of 
SIEMA.  I also thank MC members and Members 
for their continued support.  My sincere thanks to 
Presidents and office bearers of sister associations, 
Indian Chamber of Commerce & Industry , SITARC, 
COINDIA, CODISSIA, CII, IIF, CPC, SIMA, CMA, 
TACT, COPMA, KOTMA etc, Officials of BIS, GST, 
NSIC, TIIC , MSME local branch and other friends 
from Press and Media.

My special thanks are due to Mr. Satish & Mr. 
Prakash of SIEMA secretariat.

With this, I once again welcome you all for the 
66th AGM of SIEMA.

Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice. 
It is not a thing to be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved.



9843924422

 ,
9843709618

Our Products
Bearings, Blocks, Sleeves, Lubrication
Liner Bushes, Clutch Bearings, Belting Products 
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Dr. K. Kanthavel, ME, PhD
Assistant Professor, 
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Global Warming, the most serious climatic 
change phenomena is steadily rising the 

earth temperature.  The destructive effect of global 
warming has led to face the alarming highest 
temperature of 52.2oC in shadows and 63oC 
under direct sunlight on 8th June 2019 at Kuwait. 
The main reason is the presence of gases such as 
methane, nitrous oxide, carbon dioxide, chloro fluro 
carbons, carbon monoxide and sulphur dioxide in 
the atmosphere. 

Carbon Dioxide Emissions
Increase in concentration of carbon dioxide is the one 
among major reason for global warming. The usage 
of fossil fuels, coal, oil increase the CO2 presence 

in the atmosphere. Majorly deforestation causes 
all these problems, trees or plants consumption 
of carbon dioxide at low level is aggravates the 
global warming. The statistics from year 1757-2017 
indicates, the worldwide CO2 emission of 36.2 
billion metric tons during year 2017. The emission 
is drastically increasing due to the unbalanced 
industrial emission and forest area.  

Climatic Changes 
The weather patterns of seasonal  rain fall, 
snow fall are totally unusual and causes  a 
very serious social problems.  Recently, we are 
experiencing heavy rainfall, high temperatures, 
sudden floods, hurricanes and drought in 
different regions across the globe. This change 
in the weather condition will affect the farming 
and leading to poverty in the society and size 
of the desert will gradually rise. Cold region 

GLOBAL WARMING OVERVIEW 

Global Warming, the most serious climatic change phenomena is steadily rising the earth 

temperature.  The destructive effect of global warming has led to face the alarming highest 

temperature of 52.2oC in shadows and 63oC under direct sunlight on 8th June 2019 at Kuwait. 

The main reason is the presence of gases such as methane, nitrous oxide, carbon dioxide, chloro 

fluro carbons, carbon monoxide and sulphur dioxide in the atmosphere.  

1. Carbon Dioxide Emissions 

Increase in concentration of carbon dioxide is the one among major reason for global 

warming. The usage of fossil fuels, coal, oil increase the CO2 presence in the atmosphere. 

Majorly deforestation causes all these problems, trees or plants consumption of carbon dioxide at 

low level is aggravates the global warming. The statistics from year 1757-2017 indicates , the 

worldwide CO2 emission of 36.2 billion metric tons during year 2017. The emission is drastically 

increasing due to the unbalanced industrial emission and forest area.   

 

2. Climatic Changes  
 
 The weather patterns of seasonal  rain fall, snow fall are totally unusual and causes  a 

very serious social problems.  Recently, we are experiencing heavy rainfall, high temperatures, 

sudden floods, hurricanes and drought in different regions across the globe. This change in the 

weather condition will affect the farming and leading to poverty in the society and size of the 

GLOBAL 
WARMING 
OVERVIEW

Every one of us must take 

the responsibility to move 

towards the best practices 

for minimizing the global 

warming effect to protect the 

natural ecosystem.

It's never too late to be what you might have been.
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will turn into warm areas in no time. The extreme 
weather conditions have led to increased natural 
disasters leading to loss of human, animal and plant 
life. 

Migration of Animals
Migrating animals have suffered quite a lot because 
of the rapidly changing climatic conditions. The ice 
reduces in volume making it hard for the animals 
of the region to continue living 
like they lived for centuries. 
Polar bears venture into human 
spaces which is unheard in the 
history.  Regarding Climate 
Change Performance Index up to 
2019 Sweden has the first rank for 
climate protection. They have a 
goal to reach zero emission by the 
end of 2045. Green house expected 
emission for countries like China, 
European Union, United States 
and India from the year 1990-2060.

GLACIER and OCEAN 
The sea level became high due to the hotter 
earths surface temperature and water expansion 
phenomenon.  This higher temperature melts the 
glaciers, rise in sea level causes flood in the coastal 
areas. The snows of  Kilimanjaro have melted 
more than 80 %  as of from 1912. In India glaciers 
located at Garhwal Himalaya  are melting so 
fast researchers told that by the end of  2035  and 

desert will gradually rise. Cold region will turn into warm areas in no time. The extreme weather 

conditions have led to increased natural disasters leading to loss of human, animal and plant life.  

3. Migration of Animals 

 Migrating animals have suffered quite a lot because of the rapidly changing climatic 

conditions. The ice reduces in volume making it hard for the animals of the region to continue 

living like they lived for centuries. Polar bears venture into human spaces which is unheard in 

the history.  Regarding Climate Change Performance Index up to 2019 Sweden has the first rank 

for climate protection. They have a goal to reach zero emission by the end of 2045. Green house 

expected emission for countries like China, European Union, United States and India from the 

year 1990-2060. 

 

4. GLACIER and OCEAN  
 The sea level became high due to the hotter earths surface temperature and water 

expansion phenomenon.  This higher temperature melts the glaciers, rise in sea level causes flood 

in the coastal areas. The snows of  Kilimanjaro have melted more than 80 %  as of from 1912. In 

India glaciers located at Garhwal Himalaya  are melting so fast researchers told that by the end 

of  2035  and most part of the central and  eastern himalayan glaciers will vanish. Arctic sea ice 

has trimmed highly in past half century, and its extent has declined by about 10 percent in the 

most part of the central and  eastern 
himalayan glaciers will vanish. Arctic 
sea ice has trimmed highly in past half 
century, and its extent has declined by 
about 10 percent in the past 30 years. 
NASA's research scientist confirm 
that the edges of Greenland's ice sheet 
are shrinking. Spring freshwater ice 
breakup in the Northern Hemisphere 
now occurs nine days earlier than it did 
150 years ago, and autumn freeze-up 
ten days later. This statistic represents 
global ocean surface temperature 
from year 1880 to 2018. In 2018, ocean 
surface temperatures were around 

0.66 degrees celsius warmer than the 20th century 
average. Oceans will absorb above 90 percent of the 
earth's excess heat from global warming. 

Challenge 
Wildlife species are becoming extinct, human 
respiratory diseases are on the increase, and people 
are dying from natural disasters such as flooding, 
landslides, and drought. The rise in earth’s 

temperature causes extreme weather conditions 
harmful to the animal, plant and human survival. 
Scientists have done their part in proving that 
the effects of global warming are currently being 
experienced across the globe. What is left is for every 
individual to make a stand and take action towards 
saving our world. Every one of us must take the 
responsibility to move towards the best practices for 
minimizing the global warming effect to protect the 
natural ecosystem.

past 30 years. NASA's research scientist confirm that the edges of Greenland's ice sheet are 

shrinking. Spring freshwater ice breakup in the Northern Hemisphere now occurs nine days 

earlier than it did 150 years ago, and autumn freeze-up ten days later. This statistic represents 

global ocean surface temperature from year 1880 to 2018. In 2018, ocean surface temperatures 

were around 0.66 degrees celsius warmer than the 20th century average. Oceans will absorb 

above 90 percent of the earth's excess heat from global warming.  

 

5. Challenge  

Wildlife species are becoming extinct, human respiratory diseases are on the increase, 

and people are dying from natural disasters such as flooding, landslides, and drought. The rise in 

earth’s temperature causes extreme weather conditions harmful to the animal, plant and human 

survival. Scientists have done their part in proving that the effects of global warming are 

currently being experienced across the globe. What is left is for every individual to make a stand 

and take action towards saving our world. Every one of us must take the responsibility to move 

towards the best practices for minimizing the global warming effect to protect the natural 

ecosystem. 

 

If you have no critics, you'll likely have no success.



J
¸Áøµ	öÁØÔ°ß	öÁÎa\zvÀ	ÁõÇøÁUS®	

AØ¦u¨	 £s¦PÒ	 ‰ßÖ.	 AøÁ¯õöuÛÀ	

öuÎÁõÚ	 ]¢uøÚ	 (Clarity of Thoughts),	 ©Ûu	

EÓÄzvÓß	 (Human Relation Skills)	 ©ØÖ®	 SÊ¨	

£o	©÷Úõ£õÁ®	(Team Work Skills).

J¸Áº	 GßÚ	 ÷Áø»	 öŒ#QÓõº	 Gß£øuU	

Põmi¾®	A¢u	÷Áø»ø¯	AÁº	GÆÁõÖ	öŒ#QÓõº	

Gß£÷u	•UQ¯®.	J¸Áº	öŒ#²®	÷Áø»	Gß£x	

AÁ¸øh¯	 AÔøÁ	 ©mk©À»	 AÁ¸øh¯	

©÷Úõ£õÁzøu²®	 ¤µv£¼US®	 Psnõi	

BS®.	÷|]zxa	öŒ#²®	÷Áø»	öÁØÔ°ß	vøŒ	

÷|õUQ	 ÂøµÁõP	 Gkzxa	 öŒÀQÓx.	 ~m£®	

Enº¢x	öŒ#²®	£o	•ß÷ÚØÓa	]Pµ[PÐUS	

÷ÁP©õP	 öPõsk	 öŒÀQÓx.	 EnºÄP÷Íõk®	

EÒÍß÷£õk®	 öŒ#²®	 £o÷¯	 AØ¦u[PøÍ	

{PÌzx®	BØÓÀ	ªUPøÁ.

£o	 öŒ#ÁuØS®	 öuÎÁõÚ	 ]¢uøÚUS®	

GßÚ	 Âz¯õ\®	 GßÖuõ÷Ú	 ÷PmQÕºPÒ?!	

]¢uøÚ°À	 öuÎÄ	 C¸¢uõÀuõß	 öŒ¯¼À	

uµ®	 (Quality)	 ªÎ¸®.	 B®!	 GÀ»õÁØÔØS®	

]¢uøÚuõß	Ai¨£øhU	 Põµn®.	AuÚõÀuõß,	

vso¯	 ö|g\®	 ÷Ásk®;	 öuÎ¢u	 |À»ÔÄ	

÷Ásk®	 GßÓõº	 ©PõPÂ	 £õµv.	 ]¢uøÚ°À	

öuÎÄ	öŒ¯¼ß	öÁØÔ!

£o°ß	 ußø©ø¯¨	 ¦›¢x	 öPõsk	

Dk£õmkhß	£o¯õØÖ£ÁºPøÍ	GÀ÷»õ¸US®	

¤iUS®.	 ÷Áø»ø¯,	 Áõ[S®	 \®£ÍzvØS	

HØÓÁõÖ,	 PnUS¨	 £õºzxa	 öŒ#¯õ©À,	 vÓø©	

•ÊÁx®	 öÁÎ¨£k®	 Âu©õPa	 öŒ#¯	

÷Ásk®.	 vÓø©	 ÁÍµ	 ÁÍµ	 öŒ¯ÀvÓß	

ö£¸S®.	öŒ¯ÀvÓß	AvP©õS®	÷£õx,	AuÚõÀ	

QøhUS®	£»ßPÒ	£ß©h[PõP¨	ö£¸®.

öŒ#²®	 ÷Áø»ø¯	 J¸÷£õx®	 öÁÖUPU	

Thõx.	HöÚßÓõÀ	J¸Áøµ	öÁØÔa	]PµzvØS	

AøÇzxa	 öŒÀÁx	 AÁ¸øh¯	 EøÇ¨¦	

©mk÷©!	B®!	EÎ£hõu	PØPÒ	]ø»¯õÁvÀø»	

Ax	÷£õ»	EøÇ¨¤À»õu	PÚÄ	|ÚÁõÁvÀø».	

£ÓUS®÷£õxuõß	ªßÛ¨	§a]PÒ	öá¼UQßÓÚ.	

Ax÷£õ»	 EøÇUS®	 ÷£õxuõß	 ©ÛuºPÒ	

öáõ¼UQÓõºPÒ.	EÒÍß÷£õk	÷|]zxa	öŒ#²®	

öŒ¯À	E°÷µõmh©õPÄ®	AÇSnºa]	ö£õ[PÄ®	

C¸US®.

_ØÔ²ÒÍÁºPÎß	PÁÚzøu	DºUS®	Âu©õP	

J¸Á¸øh¯	 öŒ¯À£õkPÒ	 C¸UP	 ÷Ásk®.	

öuõÈØvÓÝ®	|À»	AqS•øÓ²®	øP÷Põºzxa	

öŒ¯À£k®÷£õx®	 öÁØÔ°ß	 Áõ\À	 uõÚõP÷Á	

vÓ¢x	öPõÒÐ®.

uø»]Ó¢u	 ©¸¢x	 ÁÀ¾ÚµõP	 C¸¢uõ¾®,	

GÀ÷»õ›h•®	 |À¾ÓøÁ¨	 ÷£q£ÁµõP	

C¸¢uõÀuõß	 |ß©v¨¦hß	 öáõ¼UP	

•i²®.	 öÁØÔ°ß	 ysPÍõP	 ÂÍ[S®	 Ehß	

£o¦›÷Áõøµ	 Euõ^Ú¨£kzvÂmk	 öÁØÔ°ß	

£iUPmkPÎÀ	PõÀ	øÁUP	•i¯õx!

AÔøÁ	 Â›Ä£kzxÁuØS	 öuõhº¢x	

PØÓ÷»	 ]Ó¢u	 ÁÈ!	 Áõ#¨¦U	 QøhUS®	

÷£õöuÀ»õ®	 Áõ]zxU	 öPõs÷h	 C¸¨£ÁºPÒ	

vÓø©Œõ¼PÍõP	 E¸ÁõQÂkÁõºPÒ.	 vÓø©	

GßÝ®	 ŒõÂ	 C¸¢uõÀ	 ¤µa\øÚ¨	 §mkPøÍ	

GÎvÀ	vÓ¢u	Âh»õ®.

•¯Ø]US	 ©ÚzuøhPøÍ	 HØ£kzxÁvÀ,	

•ußø©¯õÚx	 GxöÁßÓõÀ,	 Axuõß	 ÷uõÀÂ	

÷|º¢xÂk÷©õ	GßÓ	£¯®.	uspøµ¨	£õºzx¨	

£¯¨£kQÓÁºPÒ	 J¸÷£õx®	 }a\ø»U	 PØÖU	
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]¢uøÚU PÂbº

hõUhº PÂuõŒß
C¯USÚº	©ØÖ®	uø»Áº, 

©ÛuÁÍ	@©®£õmkz	xøÓ 
¹mì	{ÖÁÚ[PÒ,	@PõøÁ

•ß÷ÚØÓzvØS 
‰»uÚ®

Winners make a habit of manufacturing their own positive expectations in advance of the event.



öPõÒÁvÀø».	 ÷uõÀÂ	

÷|º¢xÂk÷©õ	 GßÓ	

£¯zøuz	 uÂºzx,	

öÁßÓõÀ	 £›_	 ÷uõØÖ¨	

÷£õÚõÀ	 AÝ£Á®	

GßÓ	 ©Ú{ø»÷¯õk	

• Ø̄]PøÍz	öuõh[S£ÁºP÷Í	

öÁØÔ°ß	 Ea]USa	

öŒÀQÓõºPÒ.

÷uõØÖ¨	 ÷£õÁx	

A Á © õ Ú ª À ø » ;	

÷uõÀÂ°À	 C¸¢x	 PØÖU	

öPõÒÍz	 uÁÖÁxuõß	 AÁ©õÚ®!	 ÃÇõ©À	

C¸¨£uÀ»	 öÁØÔ	 ÃÊ®÷£õx	 GÊÁxuõß	

öÁØÔ!	 ÃÌa]²®	 GÊa]²®	 uõß	 ÁõÌUøP	

Gß£øu¨	EnºzxÁ÷u	AÝ£Á®	Cøu¨	¦›¢x	

öPõshÁºPøÍ	÷uõÀÂ	xÁmi	GÊ¨£xªÀø»,	

öÁØÔ	 BÚ¢u	 ©¯UPzvÀ	 ‰ÌPi¨£xªÀø».	

G¢u	 {ø»°¾®	 \©{ø»°À	 ÁõÇU	 PØÖU	

öPõÒÍ	÷Ásk®.

öÁØÔ	 J¸Áøµ	 öÁÎ²»QØS	 Aøh¯õÍ®	

PõmkQÓx.	 BÚõÀ	 ÷uõÀÂuõß	 AÁøµ	

AÁ¸U÷P	 Aøh¯õÍ®	 PõmkQÓx.	 Azxhß,	

öÁØÔ°ß	 ‰»®	

QøhUS®	 £›_PøÍÂh,	

÷uõÀÂ°ß	‰»®	PØÖU	

öPõÒÐ®	 £õh[PÎß	

©v¨÷£	E¯º¢ux.

÷ u h À u õ ß	

Á õ Ì U ø P ø ¯	

KhøÁUQÓx.	 ÷uhÀ	

CÀ»õ©À	÷£õÚõÀ,	|õ®	

öuõø»¢x÷£õ#Âk÷Áõ®.	 ÷uh¾US®	

Á¯vØS®	\®£¢u÷©	CÀø»,	÷uhÀ	öuõh[S®	

÷£õöuÀ»õ®	Á¯x	Áõ¼£©øh¢x	ÂkQÓx.

JÆöÁõ¸Á›h•®	 Cøn¢x	 £o¯õØÖ®	

BØÓ¾®	 AqS•øÓ²®	 ÁÍºzxU	 öPõsk	

|À¾Ó÷Áõk	 ÁõÊ®	 ÁõÌUøPUS	 öuÎÁõÚ	

]¢uøÚuõß	 Põµn®	 Gß£uõÀ,	 Gøu²®	 £»	

÷Põn[PÎÀ	 ]¢vzxa	 öŒ¯À£h	 ÷Ásk®.	

]¢uøÚ÷¯	 Âøu!	 öŒ¯÷»	 PÛ!	 •¯Ø]÷¯	

‰»uÚ®!	£°Ø]÷¯	ÁÍºa]US®	Eµ®.
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 ÷uõÀÂuõß AÁøµ 

AÁ¸U÷P Aøh¯õÍ® 

PõmkQÓx. Azxhß, 

öÁØÔ°ß ‰»® QøhUS® 

£›_PøÍÂh, ÷uõÀÂ°ß 

‰»® PØÖU öPõÒÐ® 

£õh[PÎß ©v¨÷£ E¯º¢ux.

“

”

It is not how much we do, but how much love we put in the doing. 
It is not how much we give, but how much love we put in the giving.
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The latest report of the UN’s Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), formally 

released, warns that global warming is occurring 
faster than anticipated and that it can have 
devastating impacts if steps are not taken to cut 
down emissions. 

India will be among the worst hit countries that 
may face calamities like floods and heatwaves and 
reduced GDP.  

Human activities have already raised the global 
temperature by one-degree centigrade compared 
to the pre-industrial levels. Global warming is now 
likely to reach 1.5 degrees between 2030 and 2052 
if it continues to rise at the current rate, the Special 
Report on Global Warming of 1.5 degrees C has 
warned. 

The report has been prepared in response to 
an invitation from the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) when 
it adopted the Paris Agreement in 2015. The report 
will provide key scientific inputs to government 
leaders when they meet in Poland in December to 
review the Paris Agreement.

In terms of impacts of global warming, the 
report notes that the world is already witnessing 
the consequences of one-degree global warming in 
the form of extreme weather events, rising sea levels 
and diminishing Arctic sea ice. There will be long-
lasting or irreversible changes like the loss of some 
ecosystems if the temperature rises further. 

Dr Roxy Mathew Koll, a scientist at the Pune-
based Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology 
who was one of the reviewers of the special report, 

said South Asia, particularly India, Pakistan and 
China are hotspots in a warming world. All climate 
projections point out that these regions will be 
exposed to multiple and overlapping hazards 
at even 1.5 degrees rise. The impacts will include 
intensified droughts and water stress, heatwaves, 
habitat degradation and reduced crop yields. 

“The report shows that if the global temperature 
increase goes up to two degrees C instead of 1.5 
degrees C, the largest impact on economic growth 
will be (reduced GDP) on countries like India, and 
those in southeast Asia and Africa,” Dr Koll said 
while speaking to India Science Wire.

Weather events to change in frequency 

Floods of all kinds—riverine floods, those due to 
snowmelt and coastal flooding due to sea level rise—
are increasing and are projected to increase further. 

“Both the intensity and the area affected by floods 
due to extreme rains and snowmelt contribution 
are projected to increase over India. More than 50 
million people in India would be directly affected 
by sea level rise and associated coastal flooding,” Dr 
Koll added.

Other weather events will also change in 
frequency and intensity. For instance, he said, there 
is an increasing frequency of cyclones over the 
Arabian Sea but their number is decreasing in the Bay 
of Bengal. However, the ratio of severe cyclones to 
cyclones is increasing in the Bay of Bengal. Another 
impact may be the shortage of fish-based protein 
in the Indian Ocean due to the rapid degradation 
of key ecosystems such as coral reefs, seagrass and 

Global Warming Impacts 
on India to be Huge

…both the intensity and 

the area affected by floods 

…to increase over India. 

More than 50 million people 

in India would be directly 

affected by sea level rise 

and associated coastal 

flooding.”

“

People take different roads seeking fulfillment and happiness. 
Just because they're not on your road doesn't mean they've gotten lost.



Indian businesses have the second most optimistic outlook after 
Indonesia, as almost nine in ten (89 per cent) Indian firms expect 

to grow over the next two years, says an HSBC survey.

The survey on more than 2,500 companies across 14 markets 
in the world showed that businesses in India are very optimistic about 
their growth prospects, despite subdued macro-economic conditions.

In the last fiscal, Indian economy grew at a 5-year low pace of 
6.8 per cent.

The survey showed that Indian businesses have the greatest 
investment appetite across the 14 markets and none mentioned any 
plans to decrease their level of investment.

Moreover, just like Indonesia, the UK, the US and Mexico, 
Indian businesses are more likely to fund from their existing profits.

Indian businesses, second only to Indonesia, intend to invest 
in activities ranging from skills and training to selling more products/ 
services online, enhancing customer experience and on research/
innovation and sustainability.

"The strength of the Indian economy and its demographic 
potential offer multiple opportunities for growth. We believe that 
innovation as well as effective utilisation of technology, will be critical 
in driving the next phase of growth for Indian businesses," said Rajat 
Verma, Head of Commercial Banking, HSBC India.

Besides being hopeful about the growth prospects, more than 
three quarters (77 per cent) of Indian firms are more optimistic than 
they were a year ago, the survey noted.

This bullishness is seen in their export projections as well 
as almost half (44 per cent) of those exporters who expect their 
businesses to grow are looking at an increase of more than 5 per 
cent in exports.

According to the survey, there is a shift to sustainable investing. 
A high proportion (59 per cent) of Indian businesses, second only 
to the level in mainland China (60 per cent), plans to increase their 
investment in sustainability.

"Around 33 per cent of Indian businesses feel the need to 
become environmentally sustainable in order to recruit and retain 
the best people. This is the highest across all markets," it noted.

Going forward, artificial intelligence, the internet of things 
and 5G are technologiesNSE 0.01 % that will provide the most 
opportunities for growth for Indian firms over the next two years. All 
these are at levels notably higher than global averages.

The survey titled 'Navigator: Made for the Future' was conducted 
in Australia, Canada, mainland China, France, Germany, Hong Kong, 
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Singapore, the UAE, the UK and 
the US in May 2019.
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mangroves and factors like pollution, overfishing, 
unsustainable coastal development.

Extreme heat waves too could be the new 
normal in India. “One of the most robust impacts 
is going to be related to temperature, which to a 
certain extent, we have started witnessing in India,” 
pointed out Dr Vimal Mishra of Indian Institute of 
Technology Gandhinagar, whose research work on 
heatwaves in India has been cited in the report.

“There will be a manifold increase in the severe 
heat wave frequency and population affected in 
India if the global mean temperature rises to or 
beyond 1.5 degrees by the end of the century. The 
other most noticeable impacts are likely to revolve 
around the projected rise in mean and extreme 
temperature in India, which certainly will affect 
agriculture, water resources, energy, and public 
health sectors,” Dr Mishra explained while speaking 
to India Science Wire.

Dr Raghu Murtugudde, professor of atmospheric 
and oceanic science and earth system science at 

the University of Maryland, said, “Whatever is the 
warming level, India is special. The monsoon is 
diminished by ice ages and global warming also has 
done the same. But this was most likely related to 
pollution (aerosols) under global warming. So India 
needs to focus on improving air quality which can 
deliver returns in health and productivity as well 
as the recovery of monsoon.” The efforts should 
include reforestation which would reduce the 
impact of extreme events fueled by warming of the 
surrounding oceans and neighbouring lands. 

To limit global warming, countries will have to 
change policies in sectors like land, energy, industry, 
buildings, transport, and urban development. 

“Limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees compared 
with two degrees would reduce challenging impacts 
on ecosystems, human health and well-being, 
making it easier to achieve the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals,” said Priyardarshi 
Shukla, co-chair of IPCC Working Group III. (India 
Science Wire)

Indian Companies 
Optimistic about 
their Growth 
Prospects: HsBC

We don't stop playing because we grow old; we grow old because we stop playing.
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LEGAL/LABOUR LAW NEWs
1)	 PøhPÒ	ÁºzuP	{ÖÁÚ[PÒ	24	©o	÷|µ•®	

C¯[S® & uªÇP Aµ_ AÝ©v 

©õv›	 ©÷ŒõuõÂÀ	 EÒÍ	 •UQ¯	 A®\©õP	

Bsiß	AøÚzx	|õmPÎ¾®	24	©o	÷|µ•®	

PøhPÒ	 ©ØÖ®	 ÁoP	 {ÖÁÚ[PøÍ	 vÓ¢x	

øÁzx	 C¯UP»õ®	 GÚ	 SÔ¨¤h¨£mkÒÍx.	

÷©¾®	CµÄ	÷|µ[PÎÀ	£o¯õØÖ®	ö£sPÎß	

Pso¯zxUS	 CÊUS	 HØ£hõu	 ÁøP°À	

AÁºPÐUS	 E›¯	 £õxPõ¨¦,	 Ch®,	 K#ÁøÓ,	

TkuÀ	£õxPõ¨¦	Á\vPøÍ	HØ£kzvU	öPõkUP	

÷Ásk®	 GßÖ®	 öu›ÂUP¨£mkÒÍx.	 C¢u	

©õv›	 ©÷ŒõuõøÁ	 öŒ¯À£kzx®	 ÁøP°À	

uªÇPzvÀ	 ‰ßÖ	 BskPÐUS	 24	 ©o	

÷|µ•®	PøhPÒ,	ÁoP	{ÖÁÚ[PøÍ	C¯UQh	

AÝ©vUP»õ®	 GßÖ	 ©õ{»	 öuõÈ»õÍº	 |»	

Bøn¯º	Aµ_US	Piu®	AÝ¨¤°¸¢uõº.	C¢u	

Piuzøu	 HØÖUöPõsk	•uÀ	 Pmh©õP	 ‰ßÖ	

BskPÐUS	24	©o	÷|µ•®	PøhPøÍ	vÓ¢x	

øÁUP	AÝ©v	AÎUP¨£kQÓx.

{£¢uøÚPÒ

w	 PøhPÒ	 AÀ»x	 ÁoP	 {ÖÁÚ[PÎÀ	

£o¯õØÖ®	FÈ¯ºPÐUS	ÁõµzxUS	J¸	|õÒ	

_ÇØ]	•øÓ°À	Âk•øÓ	AÎUP	÷Ásk®.	

w	 AÁºPÐUS	 Âk•øÓ	 AÎUS®	 |õÒ	 SÔzu	

Â£µ[PøÍ	 PøhPÒ,	 ÁoP	 {ÖÁÚ[PÎÀ	

öÁÎ¨£øh¯õP	 öu›²®	 ÁøP°À	 Jmh	

÷Ásk®.	

w	 FÈ¯ºPÒ	£o¯õÍºPÐUPõÚ	Fv¯®	©ØÖ®	

TkuÀ	 ÷|µzvÀ	 £o¯õØÔÚõº	 AuØPõÚ	

öuõøP	EÒÎmhÁØøÓ	÷Œª¨¦	PnUQ÷»÷¯	

ÁµÄ	øÁUP	÷Ásk®.	

w	 JÆöÁõ¸	 FÈ¯¸US®	 vÚ•®	 Gmk	 ©o	

÷|µzxUS	÷©À	£o	AÎUPUThõx.	ÁõµzxUS	

48	©o	÷|µ®	©mk÷©	£o	ÁÇ[P	÷Ásk®.	

A÷u	 \©¯®,	 TkuÀ	 £o	 ÷|µ®	 AÎUP»õ®.	

Ax	|õöÍõßÖUS	÷Áø»	÷|µzøu²®	÷Œºzx	

£zuøµ	 ©o	 ÷|µzøuz	 uõshUThõx.	

ÁõµzxUS	ö©õzu	£o	÷|µ®	57	©o	÷|µ©õP	

©mk÷©	C¸UP	÷Ásk®.

w	 {ºn°UP¨£mh	 C¢u	 £o	 ÷|µzxUS	

AvP©õÚ	 £oPøÍ	 AÎzuõÀ	 \®£¢u¨£mh	

÷Áø»	{ÖÁÚzvß	«x	\mh¨£i	|hÁiUøP	

GkUP¨£k®.

w	 Œõuõµn	̀ Ì{ø»PÎÀ	ö£s	£o¯õÍºPÎh®	

CµÄ	 8	 ©oUS	 ÷©À	 £oPøÍ	 AÎU-

PUThõx.	 ÷uøÁ	 HØ£k®	 {ø»°À,	 ö£s	

£o¯õÍºPÎh®	CµÄ	 8	 ©o	•uÀ	 ©Ö|õÒ	

Põø»	 6	 ©o	 Áøµ	 AÁºPÎß	 J¨¦uø»¨	

ö£ØÓ	 ¤Ó÷P	 £o	 AÎUP	 ÷Ásk®.	 A¢u	

`Ì{ø»°À	AÁºPÎß	Pso¯®,	öPÍµÁ®	

BQ¯Ú	 £õvUPõu	 ÁøP°À	 E›¯	 £õxPõ¨¦	

AÎUP	÷Ásk®.

w	 CµÄ	 ÷|µzvÀ	 £o¦›²®	 ö£sPÐUS	

uS¢u	 ÷£õUSÁµzx	 Á\vPøÍ	 AÎUP	

÷Ásk®.	 ÷©¾®	 AÁºPÐUS	 K#ÁøÓ,	

PÈÁøÓ	 £õxPõ¨¦	 A®\[PøÍ	 ÷Áø»	

ÁÇ[S®	{ÖÁÚ[PÒ	HØ£kzv	uµ	 ÷Ásk®.	

£o¦›²®	 Ch[PÎÀ	 ö£sPÐUS	 GvµõÚ	

£õ¼¯À	£ßöPõkø©PøÍz	ukUS®	ÁøP°À,	

AuØS›¯	\mhzvß	RÌ	JÆöÁõ¸	{ÖÁÚ•®	

uÛ¯õP	SÊøÁ	Aø©UP	÷Ásk®.

2) 0.25 \uÂQu® Ámi ÂQuzøuU SøÓzux 

›\ºÆ Á[Q

PhßPÐUPõÚ	 Ámi	 ÂQuzøu	 C¢v¯	 ›\ºÆ	

Á[Q	(Bº¤I)	0.25	\uÃu®	SøÓzxÒÍx.	Cuß	

‰»®	 ÃmkUPhß,	 ÁõPÚU	 Phß	 EÒÎmh	

PhßPÐUPõÚ	 Ámi	 SøÓ²®.	 A÷u	 ÷|µzvÀ	

ö£õx	 ©UPÎß	 {µ¢uµ	 øÁ¨¦z	 öuõøPUS	

Á[QPÒ	 AÎUS®	 Ámi²®	 SøÓ¯	 Áõ#¨¦	

EÒÍx.	©zv°À	£õáP	uø»ø©°»õÚ	¦v¯	Aµ_	

ö£õÖ¨÷£ØÖÒÍ	{ø»°À,	2018&19	{v¯õsiß	

CÖv	 Põ»õsiÀ	 ö£õ¸Íõuõµ	 ÁÍºa]	

I¢uõskPÒ	 Põnõu	 AÍÄUS	 \›Áøh¢ux.	

GÚ÷Á,	CuøÚ	 P¸zvÀ	 öPõsk,	 ö£õ¸Íõuõµ	

ÁÍºa]ø¯	FUSÂUS®	ÁøP°À	PhßPÐUPõÚ	

Ámi	SøÓUP¨£mkÒÍx.	Cuß	‰»®	öuõhº¢x	

‰ßÓõÁx	 •øÓ¯õP	 PhßPÐUPõÚ	 Ámi	

ÂQuzøu	›\ºÆ	Á[Q	SøÓzxÒÍx.

3) ÁõhøP J¨£¢u¨£vÄ Pmhõ¯® & uªÇP 

Aµ_ AÔÄÖzuÀ

ÁõhøP	J¨£¢u[PøÍ	Pmhõ¯©õP	£vÄ	öŒ#¯	

÷Áskö©Ú	 uªÇP	 Aµ_	 AÔÄÖzv²ÒÍx.	
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uªÇPzvÀ	 öŒõzx	 E›ø©¯õÍºPÒ	 ©ØÖ®	

ÁõhøPuõµºPÎß	 E›ø©PÒ	 &	 ö£õÖ¨¦PøÍ	

•øÓ¨£kzx®	 \mh®	 E¸ÁõUP¨£mkÒÍx.	

C¢u	 \mh®	 SÔzu	 £°Ø]	 ÁS¨¦	 öŒßøÚ°À	

öÁÒÎUQÇø©	 |hzu¨£mhx.	 AvÀ,	 Ãmk	

Á\v	 ©ØÖ®	 |Pº¨¦Ó	 ÁÍºa]z	 xøÓ	 •ußø©	

öŒ¯»õÍº	 Q¸ènß	 £[÷PØÖ	 B÷»õ\

øÚPøÍ	 ÁÇ[QÚõº.	 ¦v¯	 \mhzvß£i	

ÁõhøP	 AvPõ›¯õP	 Á¸Áõ#	 ÷Põmh	 A¾Á»º	

AÀ»x	 uÛzxøn	 Bm]¯º	 C¸¨£õº.	

AøÚzx	 ÁõhøP	 J¨£¢u[PÐ®	 GÊzx	

‰»©õP	 Pmhõ¯©õP	 £vÄ	 öŒ#¯¨£h÷Ásk®.	

C¢u	 \mh©õÚx	 Ph¢u	 ¤¨µÁ›	 22	 •uÀ	

|øh•øÓ¨£kzu¨£mkÒÍx.	 C¢u	 ÷uvUS	

•ß£õP	 GÊu¨£hõu	 J¨£¢u[PøÍ²®	 GÊzx	

‰»©õP	 £vÄ	 öŒ#ÁuØS	 E›¯	 AÁPõ\©õÚx	

120	 |õmPÍõP	 AvP›UP¨£mkÒÍx.	 AuõÁx	

Ph¢u	 ¤¨µÁ›	 ©õuzxUS	 •ß£õP	 |õßS	

©õu[PÐUS›¯	 ÁõhøP	 J¨£¢u[PøÍ¨	 £vÄ	

öŒ#¯	 ÷Ásk®.	 GÊzx	 ÁiÂ»õÚ	 ÁõhøP	

J¨£¢u©õÚx	\®£¢u¨£mh	öŒõzx	E›ø©¯õÍº	

©ØÖ®	 ÁõhøPuõµµõÀ	 Pmhõ¯©õP	 £vÄ	

öŒ#vh	 ÷Ásk®	 GÚ	 öŒ¯»õÍº	 Q¸ènß	

AÔÄÖzvÚõº.

8) öuõÈ»õÍº vmhzvÀ ^ºv¸zu® & ©zv¯ 

Aµ_	•iÄ	

•u½mhõÍºPÐUS	EuÄ®	ÁøP°¾®,	 ÁÍºa]

ø¯	 ÷©®£kzxÁuØPõPÄ®	 öuõÈ»õÍº	

\mh[PÎÀ	 ^ºv¸zu[PøÍ	 öPõskÁµ	 ©zv¯	

Aµ_	•iÄ	 öŒ#xÒÍx.	Auß£i	C¨÷£õxÒÍ	

44	öuõÈ»õÍº	 |»	 \mh[PÒ	CønUP¨£mk	4	

¤›ÄPÎß	RÌ	öPõskÁµ¨£hÄÒÍÚ.	Fv¯®,	

\‰P	£õxPõ¨¦,	£o°h	£õxPõ¨¦	©ØÖ®	|»ß,	

{ÖÁÚ®	 &	 öuõÈ»õÍº	 |À¾ÓÄ	 BQ¯	 |õßS	

¤›ÄPÐUSÒ	 C¨÷£õxÒÍ	 44	 öuõÈ»õÍº	

\mh[PÐ®	 öPõskÁµ¨£hÄÒÍÚ.	 vÀ¼°À	

EÒxøÓ	 Aø©a\º	 Aªz	 åõ	 uø»ø©°À	

öŒÆÁõ#UQÇø©	 |øhö£ØÓ	 Aø©a\ºPÒ	

TmhzvÀ	 C¢u	 •iÄ	 GkUP¨£mhx.	 Tmhz-

vÀ	 {v¯ø©a\º	 {º©»õ	 ^uõµõ©ß,	 öuÇ›»õÍº	

|»zxøÓ	 Aø©a\º	 \¢÷uõè	 P[Áõº,	 ÁºzuP®	

©ØÖ®	 µ°À÷Á	 xøÓ	 Aø©a\º	 ¤³è	 ÷Põ¯À	

EÒÎm÷hõº	 £[÷PØÓÚº.	 J¸	 ©o	 ÷|µ®	

|øhö£ØÓ	 TmhzvØP	 ¤ÓS	 öŒ#v¯õÍºPøÍ	

\¢vzu	 P[Áõº,	 Á¸®	 |õhõÐ©ßÓ	 Tmhz	

öuõh›À	 ¦v¯	 öuõÈ»õÍº	 \mh	 ©÷Œõuõ	

AÔ•P¨£kzu¨£k®.	 AuØS	 •ß¦	 ©zv¯	

Aø©a\µøÁ°À	 A¢u	 ÁøµÄ	 ©÷ŒõuõÄUS	

J¨¦uÀ	 ö£Ó¨£k®.	 ¦v¯	 öuõÈ»õÍº	 ©÷Œõuõ	

SÔzx	 |õmiÀ	 EÒÍ	 AøÚzx	 •UQ¯	

öuõÈØ\[P[PÐhÝ®	 B÷»õ]UP¨£mhx	

GßÓõº.	öuõÈ»õÍº	\‰P	£õxPõ¨¦	¤›Âß	RÌ	

öuõÈ»õÍº	 Á¸[Põ»	 øÁ¨¦	 {v,	 öuõÈ»õÍº	

Põ¨¥mkz	 vmh®,	 ©P¨÷£Ö	 Põ»¨	 £»ßPÒ	

\mh®,	 Pmk©õÚ	 öuõÈ»õÍºPÒ	 öuõhº£õÚ	

\mh[PÒ	EÒÎmhøÁ	öPõsk	Áµ¨£k®.
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What the 
Media 
says?

Dinamalar (22-6-19)

Dinamalar (18-6-19)

Dinamalar (23-6-19)

Afternoon (24-6-19)

The Hindu  (22-6-19)

It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most intelligent, 
but the one most responsive to change.
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Introduction
When it comes to securing / monitoring Business, Personnel, Home, 
Hospitals, Farms, Hotels, Cottages, etc.,etc., there are many different types 
of CCTV (Closed-Circuit Television) to choose from. Surveillance plays a 
huge part in today’s society, and with cameras all around us, our day-to-
day lives are experiencing higher levels of security each day. This article 
provides a view on constructive usage only.  

There are a variety of different types of CCTV camera which suit 
different situations or premises, and that selecting the proper camera for the 
right application really is vital. 

Different Types of CCTV
•	 Dome	Camera	

•	 Bullet	Camera

•	 C-mount	Camera

•	 Day/Night	Camera

•	 PTZ	(Pan	-Tilt	-	Zoom)	Camera

Internal and External Dome Camera
The dome camera is one most commonly used for indoor and outdoor 
security and surveillance. The shape 
of the camera makes it difficult for 
onlookers to tell which way the camera is 
facing, which is a strong piece of design, 
deterring criminals by creating an air of 
uncertainty. Other benefits of this type of 
camera include:
•	 Ease	of	installation
•	 Vandal-resistant	features
•	 IR	night	vision

Bullet Camera
Bullet cameras are long and cylindrical 
in shape and are ideal for outdoor 
use. Their strengths lie specifically in 
applications which require long distance 
viewing. Installed within protective 
casings, the cameras are shielded 
against dust, dirt and other natural 
elements. The cameras can easily be 

mounted with a mounting bracket, and come fitted with either fixed 
or varifocal lenses depending on the requirements of its intended 
application. Other benefits of bullet cameras include: 
•	 IR	night	vision
•	 Compact	size	aids	installation
•	 High-quality	image	resolution

C-mount Camera
Coming with detachable lenses, 
C-mount cameras allow for simple lens 
changes to fit different applications. 
C-mount cameras can cover distances 
beyond 40 ft thanks to the possibility to 
use special lenses with these cameras, 
whereas standard CCTV lenses can 
only cover distances of 35-40 ft. Other 
benefits of C-mount cameras include:
•	 Can	support	changes	in	technology
•	 Effective	for	indoor	use
•	 Bulky	size	makes	them	noticeable	(which	acts	as	a	prevention)

Day/Night Camera
Capable of operating in both normal and 
poorly lit environments, these cameras 
benefit from not requiring inbuilt infrared 
illuminators as they can capture clear 
video images in the dark thanks to 
their extra sensitive imaging chips. For 
this reason, these cameras are ideal 
for outdoor surveillance applications in 
which IR cameras are unable to function 
optimally. Other benefits of day/night 
cameras include:
•	 Record	in	both	colour	and	black	&	white.
•	 Wide	variety	of	sizes	available
•	 Infrared	capability

PTZ Pan Tilt & Zoom Camera
PTZ	–	Pan/tilt/zoom	–	cameras	allow	the	camera	to	be	moved	left	or	right	
(panning),	up	and	down	(tilting)	and	even	allow	the	lens	to	be	zoomed	

Surveillance 
camera
– An Overview

(Part - I)

Compiled by

Dr. C. Vimalarani
Associate Professor 
Department of Information Technology 
Karpagam Institute of Technology 
Coimbatore	–	641	105

A good criterion for measuring success in life is the number of people you have made happy.
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closer or farther. These cameras are 
used in situations where a live guard or 
surveillance specialist is there operating 
the security systems. Other benefits of 
PTZ	cameras	include:
•	 200m	IR	night	vision
•	 X36	optical	zoom
•	 High-quality	image	resolution

Discreet CCTV
These types of cameras allow for 
discreet placement which means we can capture good footage of theft 
and criminal damage. Discreet CCTV cameras beneficial because 
criminals will be less likely to spot them and therefore, they are less 
likely to be damaged in the process. Other benefits of discreet CCTV 
cameras include:
•	 Can	be	propped	up	or	mounted
•	 Can	be	disguised	in	various	objects
•	 Effective	for	indoor	use

Thermal Image Cameras/Infrared Cameras
One of the best 24 hour surveillance 
cameras around providing airports, 
seaports, boards and many other critical 
infrastructures with quality images, no 
matter what time of day it is. Infrared 
cameras have small LEDs surrounding 
the lens to help pick up moving figures 
in pitch black. Thermal image cameras 
can see over long distances, up to 300 
metres away. Other benefits of infrared 
cameras include:
•	 Detect	intruders	up	250-300	metres	away
•	 Good	in	low-light
•	 Thermal	radiation	passes	through	visual	barriers

Varifocal Cameras
With	the	ability	to	zoom	in	and	out	without	
forfeiting its focus. Varifocal cameras 
allow we to adjust the focal length, the 
angle and increase or decrease the 
zoom	–	 ideal	 for	obtaining	 footage	 in	a	
square room where we would normally 
experience	 a	 ‘dead	 zone’	 with	 any	
alternative, fixed lense camera. Other 
benefits of varifocal cameras include:
•	 Can	 capture	 those	 ‘dead	 zones’	 that	

other cameras can’t
•	 Offer	exceptional	focus
•	 Work	well	up	close	and	at	long	distances

Network Cameras
These cameras share the images across 
the internet, so CCTV footage can be 
easily accessed. Network cameras are 
ideal for both domestic and commercial 
purposes because we can see what’s 
going on whilst away from the property. 
Other benefits of network cameras 
include:
•	 Data	can	be	easily	accessed

•	 Ideal	for	homes	and	companies
•	 Less	cabling	and	less	maintenance

High Definition (HD) Cameras
High definition cameras have such a high resolution that they’re mainly 
used in high risk establishments such as banks and casinos. This is 
to capture a good image of anyone who enters and exits to maintain 
high security and maximum safety. These cameras are great for spotting 
misconduct	and	allows	the	user	to	zoom	in	for	extra	clarity,	should	the	
footage need to be used in court. Other benefits of high definition 
cameras include:
•	 Clear,	detailed	pictures
•	 Offer	maximum	safety	for	high	risk	establishments
•	 Can	zoom	in	without	losing	focus

Dark Fighter Technology Cameras
These cameras can pick up coloured images in very low-light conditions. 
Dark fighter technology can be used in the day and night and offer 
optimal performance thanks to its wide range of capabilities. They 
are equipped with ½” CMOS progressive scan sensors which allows 
the device to pick up high-quality images and doesn’t require an extra 
light	source	–	which	makes	the	perfect	night	time	security	surveillance	
camera. Other benefits of dark fighter technology cameras include:
•	 Smart	features:	line	crossing,	audio	and	face	detection
•	 Can	be	used	for	a	multitude	of	purposes
•	 High	definition

ANPR/LPR Cameras
ANPR and LPR cameras are used to read and store data on registration 
plates. They offer a simple and efficient solution to many organisations 
including tolling, hotel overstay management and the obvious: car 
parking. ANRP stands for Automatic Number Plate Recognition (LPR 
cameras stands for License plate cameras) and these devices help to 
obtain copious information in a high traffic area to keep any premises 
secure. Other benefits of ANPR/LPR cameras include:
•	 Smart	features:	information	storage
•	 Can	identify	cars	that	have	been	banned	from	a	premises
•	 Allows	a	business	to	run	smoothly

Selection of CCTV Camera

It’s extremely important to ensure that the right CCTV camera is chosen, 
because depending on where they’re positioned and their primary use, we 
need to find one that best accommodates our needs.

Whether looking to install a CCTV camera outside a property to catch 
criminal activity, or have placed one inside to monitor the home or a 
company’s goods, there’s something for everyone.

The time is always right to do what is right.
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»Pzøu÷¯ öá°UP {øÚzu ¤µõßì ©õÃµß ö|¨÷£õ¼¯ß 

Pøh] Põ»zvÀ ¤›mhÛh® ÷uõÀÂ Aøh¢uõº. ÷uõÀÂ Aøh¢u 

ö|¨÷£õ¼¯øÚ ¤›miè µõqÁ® AÁøµ ]øÓ ¤izx B¨¤›UP uÛa]

øÓ°À uÛø©°À øÁzux. ]øÓ°À ©Ú EøÍa\¼À AÁ›ß Pøh] Põ»® 

PÈ¢ux. AÁøµ £õºUP Á¢u AÁ›ß |s£º J¸Áº AÁ›h® J¸ \xµ[P 

Amøhø¯ öPõkzx Cx E[PÎß ]¢uøÚø¯ öŒ¯À£h øÁUS® uÛø©ø¯ 

÷£õUS® GßÖ TÔ AÁ›h® öPõkzuõº. BÚõÀ ]øÓ £kzv ÂmhõºP÷Í 

GßÓ ©Ú EøÍa\¼À C¸¢u ©õÃµÝUS ]¢uøÚ öŒ¯À£hõ©À  Auß «x 

PÁn® ÷£õPÂÀø». ]Ôx Põ»zvÀ CÓ¢x® ÷£õÚõº. ¤ØPõ»zvÀ ¤µõßì 

A¸[Põm]¯P® ©õÃµß ö|¨÷£õ¼¯Ûh® C¸¢u \xµ[P Amøhø¯ H»® 

Âh Aøu B#Ä öŒ#u ÷£õx A¢u Amøh°ß |k £UPzvÀ ]Ô¯ AÍÂÀ J¸ 

SÔ¨¦ C¸¢ux. AvÀ A¢u ]øÓaŒõø»°À C¸¢x u¨¤¨£uØUPõÚ ÁÈø¯ 

A¢u SÔ¨¦ öŒõÀ¼ C¸¢ux. BÚõÀ AÁ›ß ©Ú EøÍa\¾®,£umh•® 

AÁ›ß ]¢uøÚø¯ öŒ¯À£hõ©À BUQ øÁzx AÁ›ß u¨¤US® ÁÈø¯ 

‰i ©øÓzux....

Aøu¨ ÷£õÀ EÖv¯õÚ ]ö©sm uøµø¯²®, ©µö£miø¯²® uß 

Tºø©¯õß £ØPÍõ¾®, |Pzuõ¾® Søh¢x Kmøh ÷£õk® G¼ ....A÷u 

©µzuõÀ öŒ#¯¨£mh  G¼¨ö£õÔ°À ]UQ öPõshõÀ AuØS HØ£k® ©Ú 

EøÍa\»õ¾®, £umhzuõ¾® A¢u G¼ ö£õÔø¯ EøhUS® ÁÈø¯ Âmk 

Âmk A¢u ö£õÔ°ß ¤ßÚõÀ C¸US® P®¤US •ßÚõÀ ¤ßÚõ¾® £umhzxhß öŒßÖ ]¢uøÚ öŒ#¯õ©À 

©ÛuºPÎh® ©õmiUöPõsk Âk®...

©õÃµÝUS® \›.. Œõuõµn G¼US® \›...  £umh•®, ©Ú EøÍa\¾® AÁºPÎß ]¢uøÚø¯ öŒ¯À£hõ©À 

øÁzx •ß÷ÚØÓzvØPõÚ ÁÈø¯ Aøhzx ÂkQÓx...  ©Ýå÷Úõh £»¤µa\øÚUS Põµn®,  ©ÚEøÍa\À  uõß!
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Factors to consider

There are 3 factors to consider:

1.  The correct lense
This will ensure that we receive a quality image. Choosing the right lens 
will allow us camera to focus and will bring enough light to the sensor on 
the camera, helping us to read registration plates and recognise faces etc. 
Having more detail will, of course, help in all situations, because it means 
that we will be able to see exactly what’s happening and get a clear record 
on	film.	A	zoom	lense	can	provide	customers	with	more	information	because	
optical	zoom	can	adjust	the	light	as	it	reaches	the	sensor,	enabling	flexibility	
and enhanced pictures.

2.  The correct sensor
There are two things to take note of when finding the right sensor: the type 
and	size.	These	are:

•	 CMOS	(Complementary	Metal	Oxide	Semiconductor)
•	 CCD	(Charged	Coupled	Device)	cameras
CCD are more expensive than CMOS and they produce a clearer image, 
ideal for identifying faces and registration plates.

3. The correct output resolution

The more pixels, the better the picture. The highest resolution we can 
get is 700TVL (TV Lines) but many mainstream cameras range between 
300-550TVL. It’s important to match a resolution that our camera can 
produce, anything more is completely unnecessary.

Factors to be considered while buying 
a CCTV System
Should the CCTV cameras be discreet or a visual deterrent? 
Box cameras present an obvious sign for anyone who passes by that they 
are being recorded on CCTV and this can be a great deterrent of theft 
and crime. Whereas dome cameras are smaller and more discreet. These 
compact cameras are ideal for monitoring a larger area such as our front or 
back garden and can follow movement with ease.

Is it for indoor and outdoor use?
When thinking where we would like to place our cameras, we might want to 
think about how they will be mounted and housed, in order to ensure that 
they’re in the best location and well protected. For example, if our camera is 
to be placed outside, we will want it to be robust and weather proofed. If it’s 
to be placed indoors we will want to ensure it will not be affected by grease, 
spray paint or steam from a kitchen.

Light conditions?
Test different camera models to see what works best with the lightning in 
our area, because no matter whether they’re inside or outside, the lighting 
will differ throughout the day. We will want to check any reflections and 
backlighting during the day and night.

Is image clarity important?
Depending on how expansive the area is that we want to cover, the resolution 
of the CCTV camera we choose will need to reflect the landscape in order 
to provide a clear, useful image. However, if situated in a small room, the 
camera need not be of a high resolution.

Is audio required?
Audio isn’t required, however, if we do wish to opt for audio there are 
systems where we can speak to a person who has broken into the property. 
Audio can be used to deter criminals by automatically playing something 
when they get a certain point inside, an ideal way to make them think that 
there are people inside the building.

Hence, the user has to decide how the system is to be integrated for their 
intended purpose. 

Conclusion
As indicated in the preamble, CCTV Camera is becoming an essential gadget 
for all, due to various reasons and this article (part I) is just an overview of 
various versions and its usage. There is no limitation in applications. The 
next part will be compiled with a view on digital versions which are also found 
much useful with network options and IOT control for remote monitoring and 
handling provides enhanced applications.

Let yourself be silently drawn by the stronger pull of what you really love.



production. In addition, extreme weather events, 
associated with climate change may cause sudden 
reductions in agricultural productivity, leading to 
rapid price increases. For example, heat waves in the 
summer of 2010 led to yield losses in key production 
areas including: Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan, 
and contributed to a dramatic increase in the price 
of staple foods. These rising prices forced growing 
numbers of local people into poverty, providing a 
sobering demonstration of how the influence of 
climate change can result in food insecurity.

The consensus of the Intergovernmental Panel 
for Climate Change (IPCC) is that substantial 
climate change has already occurred since the 
1950s, and that it’s likely the global mean surface 
air temperature will increase by 0.4 to 2.6°C in the 
second half of this century (depending on future 
greenhouse gas emissions). Agriculture, and 
the wider food production system, is already a 
major source of greenhouse gas emissions. Future 
intensification of agriculture to compensate for 
reduced production (partly caused by climate 
change) alongside an increasing demand for animal 
products, could further increase these emissions. It’s 
estimated that the demand for livestock products 
will grow by +70% between 2005 and 2050.

As we learned in the previous Step, agriculture 
is a major source of GHGs which contribute to 

the greenhouse effect and climate change. However, 
the changing climate is having far reaching impacts 
on agricultural production, which are likely to 
challenge food security in the future.

Global food security relies on both sufficient 
food production and food access, and is defined 
as a state when: ‘all people, at all times, have 
physical and economic access to sufficient, safe, and 
nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food 
preferences for an active and healthy life’ (FAO, 
1996).

The principal barrier to food security is currently 
food access. Sufficient food is produced globally to 
feed the current world population, yet more than 
10% are undernourished.

Climate change is likely to contribute 
substantially to food insecurity in the future, 
by increasing food prices, and reducing food 
production. Food may become more expensive as 
climate change mitigation efforts increase energy 
prices. Water required for food production may 
become more scarce due to increased crop water use 
and drought. Competition for land may increase 
as certain areas become climatically unsuitable for 

Impact of 
Climate Change on 
AgrICulture
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While gradual increases in temperature and 
carbon dioxide may result in more favourable 
conditions that could increase the yields of some 
crops, in some regions, these potential yield 
increases are likely to be restricted by extreme events, 
particularly extreme heat and drought, during crop 
flowering. Crop production is projected to decrease 
in many areas during the 21st century because of 
climatic changes. This is illustrated in figure 1 which 

summarises average crop yield projections across all 
emission scenarios, regions, and with- or without- 
adaptation by farmers, showing an increasing trend 
towards widespread yield decreases.

Heat waves (periods of extreme high 
temperature) are likely to become more frequent 
in the future and represent a major challenge 
for agriculture. Heat waves can cause heat stress 
in both animals and plants and have a negative 
impact on food production. Extreme periods of 

high temperature are particularly harmful for 
crop production if they occur when the plants are 
flowering – if this single, critical stage is disrupted, 
there may be no seeds at all. In animals, heat stress 
can result in lower productivity and fertility, and it 
can also have negative effects on the immune system, 
making them more prone to certain diseases.

Evidence for an increase in heat waves exists 
from warming that has already occurred, and greater 

than expected increases in heat wave frequency 
and magnitude (figure 3). It is difficult to make 
accurate predictions about the future frequency and 
magnitude of heat waves, but there is consensus 
among projections that measurements for both will 
continue to increase in the UK, in Europe, and at a 
global scale. The impact of heat waves are expected 
to be non-uniform, with disproportionately negative 
effects in less developed countries. Together with 
other aspects of climate change such as increased 

Figure 2: Figure SPM.7 | Summary of projected changes in crop yields, due to climate change over the 
21st century. The figure includes projections for different emission scenarios, for tropical and temperate 
regions, and for adaptation and no-adaptation cases combined. Relatively few studies have considered 
impacts on cropping systems for scenarios where global mean temperatures increase by 4°C or more. 
For five timeframes in the near term and long term, data (n=1090) are plotted in the 20-year period on 
the horizontal axis that includes the midpoint of each future projection period. Changes in crop yields are 
relative to late-20th-century levels. Data for each timeframe sum to 100%. © IPCC, 2014, 5th assessment

Extreme periods of high temperature are particularly harmful for crop 

production if they occur when the plants are flowering – if this single, 

critical stage is disrupted, there may be no seeds at all. In animals, heat 

stress can result in lower productivity and fertility, and it can also have 

negative effects on the immune system, making them more prone to 

certain diseases.
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drought incidence, they may exacerbate existing 
issues around food security.

Projected changes in climate are not limited 
to increases in temperature and heat waves; large 
changes in rainfall patterns are also expected to 
occur. While some regions are likely to suffer from 
more droughts in the future, other regions are 
expected to face the opposing issues of torrential 
rains and increased flooding. In coastal areas, rising 
sea levels may result in complete loss of agricultural 
land. Warmer climates may also lead to more 
problems from pests and diseases, and shifts in 
the geographical distribution of certain pests. For 
example, insects that serve as a vector for disease 
transmission are likely to migrate further pole-ward 
in the future, where livestock have so far not been 
exposed to these diseases.

The responses of yield to various stresses 
have been well defined through experimentation 
in many crops. Quantifying these responses, and 
identifying when agriculture is most vulnerable 
to stress, is beneficial in helping to identify the 
most efficient strategies for adaptation. Crop-
level adaptation to climate change is expected to 
be key in minimising future yield losses and may 
involve: changing crop cultivars, sowing time, 
cultivation techniques, and/or irrigation practices. 

Ongoing research is addressing the challenges of 
maintaining and/or increasing crop production 
under global change. Some risks to crop production 
from climate change and extreme weather events 
have been identified, and strategies suggested to 
help maintain production. These include: restoring 
farm type, crop, or cultivar scale diversity into food 
systems, to improve their resilience and making 
crop improvements that enhance stress tolerance. 
Other strategies may include developing pre-
defined, international responses to food shortages 
in order to prevent food price shocks that might 
reduce people’s access to food.

Figure 3: Figure SPM.8 | Maps of CMIP5 multi-model mean results for the scenarios RCP2.6 
and RCP8.5 in 2081–2100 of (a) annual mean surface temperature change, (b) average 
percent change in annual mean precipitation. © IPCC, 2013, 5th assessment.

Projected changes in climate are not 

limited to increases in temperature and 

heat waves; large changes in rainfall 

patterns are also expected to occur. While 

some regions are likely to suffer from more 

droughts in the future, other regions are 

expected to face the opposing issues of 

torrential rains and increased flooding.
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Â
³P[PÒ	 ÷£õ›À	 £¯ß£kzu¨£mhøÁPÒ.	

CøÁ	 £ÓøÁPÒ,	 Â»[SPÒ	 ©ØÖ®	

C¯ØøPø¯	ÁiÁ©õP	öPõsk	C¸US®.	JÆöÁõ¸	

Â³PzvØS®	 £»•®,	 	 £»ÃÚ•®	 C¸UQßÓÚ.	

Ax÷£õ»	 JÆöÁõ¸	 Â³PzvØS®	 Gvº	 Â³P®	

Esk.

Â²Pzøu	 Eøh¨£÷u	 öÁØÔ¯õS®	 Põµn®	

Œõuõµn©õP	 Tmh©õP	 uõUSÁuØS®	 Â³P®	

Aø©zx	 uõUSÁuØS®	 £»	 Âzv¯õ\[PÒ	 Esk.	

BÚõÀ	 Â³P[PÎÀ	 \Uµ	 Â³P®	 •UQ¯©õÚuõP	

P¸u¨£kQÓx	 Põµn®	 Cøu	 Aø©¨£x	 PiÚ®	

A÷u	 ÷£õÀ	 Gv›	 Cøu	 Aø©zuõÀ	 Aøu	

Eøh¨£x®	PiÚ®.

J¸	 Â³Pzøu	 ©ØöÓõ¸	 Â³P®	 öPõsk	

EøhUP	 C¯¾®	 BÚõÀ	 \Uµ	 Â³Pzøu	 EøhUP	

GßÖ	J¸	Â³P®	CÀø».

£vöÚmk	 AU÷µõo	 ÷ŒøÚPÒ	 ÷£õ›mh	

©õÃµºPÐUS	£g\ªÀ»õu	©íõ£õµu	Põ»zv÷»÷¯	

\UµÂ³Pzøu	 EøhUP	 öu›¢uÁºPøÍ	ÂµÀÂmk	

GsoÂh»õ®.

Â³Pzøu	EøhUP	öu›¢u	AºáúÚøÚ	©mk®	

¤›zxÂmhõÀ	 ²vèiµøÚ	 ¤izx	 ÷£õøµ	

•izxÂk÷Áß	 GßÖ	 x÷µõnº	 TÖ®÷£õ÷u	

CÆÂ³P®	 ¥©ß,	 Œõz¯Q	 ÷£õßÓ	 ©õÃµºPøÍ	

öPõsh	 £õshÁ	 £øhø¯÷¯	 _US¡ÓõUS®	

Gß£x	 ÂÍ[S®.	 Cøu	 E¸ÁõUSÁx	 Gß£x	

Œõ©õß¯®	 AÀ»	 SÔ¨¤mh	 ]»µõÀ	 ©mk÷©	

E¸ÁõUP	 •i²®	 ÷©¾®	 CvÀ	 PõzuÀ	 AÈzuÀ	

GÚ	Cµsk	ÁøP	EÒÍx.

£õµuzvÀ	 Âµõh	 ²zuzvß÷£õx	 ¥è©µõÀ	

x›¯øÚ	 PõUPÄ®.	 S¸÷ŒzvµzvÀ	 £v‰ßÓõ®	

|õÒ	²vèiµøÚ	]øÓ¤iUPÄ®.	£vÚõßPõ®	|õÒ	

á¯zµuøÚ	PõUP	4	öÁÆ÷ÁÖ	Â³P[PÐhß	Ti¯	

\Uµ	 Â³P®	 E¸ÁõUP¨£mhx.	 Âµõh	 ²zuzv¾®	

£vÚõßPõ®	 |õÐ®	 AºáúÚµõÀ	 EøhUP¨£mhx	

BÚõÀ	 £v‰ßÓõ®	 |õÒ	 EÒ÷Í	 ]UQ¯	 A¤©ß²	

Auº©ÁÈ°À	öPõÀ»¨£mhõº.

A¨£i	 GßÚ	 C¢u	 Â³PzvÀ	 EÒÍx	

£Ø£»	 ©õÃµºPÒ	 C¸¢x®	 SÔ¨¤mh	

]»µõÀ	 ©mk÷©	 EøhUP	 •i²®	 GßÖ	

öŒõÀ¾©ÍÂØS?		 \Uµ	Â³P®	7	ÁøÍ¯[PøÍ	

öPõshx	 CvÀ	 JÆöÁõßÖ®	 JßÖUS	 JßÖ	

GvºvøŒ°À	 _ÇßÓ	 Ásn®	 C¸US®	 AuõÁx	

|õØ£øhPÐ®	 P»¢x	ÁiÁø©UP¨£mk	C¸US®	

ÁøÍ¯©õÚx	_ÇßÓ	Ásn®	C¸US®.

CuÚõÀ	 J¸Áº	 Põ»õm£øh²hß	 \

søh°k®÷£õx	Põ»õm£øh	öŒßÖ	Svøµ¨£øh	

Á¸®	 ¤ß¦	 ÷uº¨£øh	 ©ØÖ®	 ¯õøÚ¨£øh	

CÆÁõÓõP	 öuõh¸®	 CuÚõÀ	 \søh°k£Áº	

GÎvÀ	ÃÌzu¨£kÁõº.	CøÁ	CÀ»õ©À	JÆöÁõ¸	

ÁøÍ¯zvØS®	J¸	©Põµv	ö£õÖ¨£õÁõº	CuÚõÀ	

J¸Áº	 Â³Pzvß	 EÒ	 ~øÇÁõµõÚõÀ	 J¸	

ÁøÍ¯zvØS	J¸	©Põµvø¯	ÃÌzv¯õP	÷Ásk®.

\UµÂ³Pzøu	 EøhUP	 µõ©õÝá›ß	 Pou	

÷PÒÂPÐUS	ÂÍUP®	GÊxÁx	÷£õ»	Pkø©¯õÚ	

PnUS	 AÔÄ®	 ©õÃµÚõ#	 \ºÁ	 Aìvµ[PøÍ	

AÔ¢x	C¸UPÄ®	÷Ásk®.

\Uµ Â³P®

With every experience, you alone are painting your own canvas, 
thought by thought, choice by choice.
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J¸Á›ß	 ©õÃµ®,	 Âhõ	 •¯Ø],	 ©Úøu›¯®,	

AÔÄ,	vÓß	GÚ	AøÚzvØS®	ö£¸®÷ŒõuøÚø¯	

\UµÂ³P®	 u¸®	 Aa÷ŒõuøÚPøÍ	

Eøhzuõö»õÈ¯	 Â³Pzøu	 Eøh¨£uØS	 ÷ÁÖ	

ÁÈ°Àø».	 HÊ	 \UPµ[PÒ	 Gvº	 Gvº	 vøŒ°À	

_ØÖ®÷£õx	£øhÃµºPøÍ	öPõsk®	EÒ~øÇÁx	

Œõzv¯ªÀ»õu	 JßÖ	 CuÚõÀ	 uÛ¯õP÷Á	 öŒÀ»	

•i²®.	

G¢u	Â³P®	Aø©zx	öŒßÓõ¾®	ÂèqÂß	

_uº\Ú®	÷£õ»	\UPµ	Â³P÷©	CÖv°À	öÁÀ¾®	

÷ÁÖ	 ÁÈöu›¯õu	 Põµnzuõ÷»÷¯	 £v‰ßÓõ®	

|õÒ	 C¢u	 •iøÁ	 £õshÁ	 uµ¨¦	 Gkzux.	

÷uº¨£øh°ß	 «÷uõ	 CÀø»	 µu®	 Á¸®÷£õ÷uõ	

uõUQÚõÀ	EÒ	~øÇÁx	PiÚ®	CuÚõÀ	A¤©ß²	

¯õøÚ¨£øh	Á¸®	÷|µ®	\›¯õP	uõUQ	EÒ~øÇÁõº.

]Ó¢u	ÃµºPÐU÷P	Á°ØÔÀ	¦Îø¯	Pøµ¨£uõP	

C¸¢ux	\Uµ	Â³P®	GßÖ	öŒõßÚõÀ	ªøP¯õPõx.	

CuÚõ÷»	 CßÖÁøµ	 Th	 £»	 ]UPÀ	 ªS¢u	

Â\¯[PÐUS®	vÓß	ªS¢u	J¸Á›ß	öŒ#øPUS®	

\Uµ	Â³P®	GßÓ	ö£¯º	EÒÍx.

©Põ£õµu¨ ÷£õº

uß	 ©Pß	 A¤©ß²	 uß	 Ps	 •ß÷Ú	 CÓ¢x	

Qh¢uøu	£õºzx	÷PÂ	÷PÂ	Pspº	Âmk	AÊuõß	

AºáúÚß.	Aøu	£õºzx	Œõµv¯õP	C¸¢u	PsnÝ®	

÷PÂ	 ÷PÂ	 Pspº	 Âmk	 AÊuõß.	 Psnß	

AÊÁøu	£õºzu	AºáúÚß,	PsnøÚ	CÖP	£ØÔ		

öPõsk,	 “Psnõ!!	 A¤©ß²	 EÚUS	 ©¸©Pß	

AÀ»Áõ	AuÚõÀ	uõß		}²®	xUP®	uõÍ•i¯õ©À		

AÊQÓõ÷¯õ?”	GßÖ	÷Pmhõß.	

Psnß:	 “CÀø»	 AºáúÚõ	 |õß	 xUP®	

uõÍõ©À	 AÇÂÀø».	 EÚUS	 Røuø¯	 E£÷u\®	

öŒ#uuØPõP	öÁmP®		uõÍõ©À	AÊQ÷Óß”	GßÓõß	

Psnß.

AºáúÚß:	 “Psnõ	 }	 PhÄÒ	 EÚUS	 EÓÄ,	

£ØÖ,	 £õ\®,	 £¢u®	 GxÄ®	 Qøh¯õx	 BÚõÀ	

GßÚõÀ	A¨£i	C¸UP	•i¯õx”	GßÓõß.

Psnß:	“EÓÄ,	£ØÖ,	£õ\®	GÀ»õ®	Eh¼À	

E°º	C¸US®	Áøµuõß	AºáúÚõ”	GßÖ	TÔÚõº.

AºáúÚß:	 “A¨£i	 öŒõÀ»õ÷u	 Psnõ	

©õÛhºPÒ	 ©øÓ¢uõ¾®	 £õ\	 £¢u®	 AÁºPøÍ	

Âmk	÷£õPõx”	GßÖ	TÔÚõß.

Psnß:	 “A¨£i¯õ	 C¨ö£õÊ÷u	 Áõ	

Gß÷Úõk	 öŒõºUP÷»õP®	 	 öŒÀ»»õ®	 A[÷Puõß	

CÓ¢u	 Eß	 ©Pß	 A¤©ß²Âß	 Bß©õ	 Aø»¢x	

öPõsi¸UQÓx”	 GßÖ	 TÔ	 AºáúÚøÚ	

öŒõºUP÷»õP®	AøÇzx	öŒßÓõß	Psnß.

JÎ¨¤Ç®¦	 ÁiÄhß	 öŒõºP÷»õPzvÀ	

C¸¢uõß	 A¤©ß²	 AÁøÚ	 Aøh¯õÍ®	

PsköPõsh	 	 AºáúÚß	 “Gß	 ©P÷Ú	 A¤©ß²” 
GßÖ	£õ\z÷uõk	Pmi	AønUP	÷£õÚõß.

AønUP	÷£õÚ	AºáúÚøÚ	ukzu	A¤©ß²Âß	

Bß©õ	“A#¯õ	̄ õº	}[PÒ.	Gß	÷£õßÓ	Bß©õÄUS	

EÓÄ	 Hx®	 Qøh¯õx. u¯Ä	 Tº¢xGßøÚ	 Âmk	

Â»Q	 öŒÀ¾[PÒ”	 GßÓx	 A¤©ß²Âß	 Bß©õ.	

Aøu	 ÷Pmk	 Avºa]¯õP	 {ßÓ	 AºáúÚÛh®	

£õºzv£ß	“£õºzuõ¯õ	EÓÄ,	£õ\®,	£¢u®,	EnºÄ,	

÷Põ£®,	Aß¦,	Põ©®	¯õÄ®	Eh¼À	E°º	C¸US®	

Áøµuõß.	Ehø»	Âmk	E°º	÷£õ#ÂmhõÀ..	Hx®	

AØÓ	Eh¾US®	EnºÄ	CÀø»	Aøu	Âmk	÷£õÚ	

Bß©õÄUS®	EnºÂÀø».

}	 	 AÇ÷Ásk®	 GßÓõÀ	 A÷uõ	 §Ä»QÀ	

÷£õºUPÍzvÀ	Eß	©Pß	A¤©ß²Âß	EhÀ	Pmøh	

C¸UQÓ÷u	Aøu	 Pmi	¤izx	AÊ	Eß	Enºa]

ö¯À»õ®	AvÀ	öPõmi	AÊ	J¸	E°º	¤Ó¨¤ØS®	

}	Põµn®	AÀ»	¤Ó¢u		E°º	CÓ¨¤ØS®	}	Põµn®	

AÀ»	Gß£øu	|ßS	Enº¢xöPõÒ.

£øhzuÁß	GÁ÷Úõ	AÁ÷Ú	uõß	£øhzuøu	

J¸	 |õÒ	 AÈUQÓõß	 ‘|hUS®	 ¯õÂØS®	 }	 J¸	

P¸Â÷¯.	 öŒ¯À	 ¯õÄ®	 £øhzuÁß	 öŒ¯÷»	

Gß£øu	 Enº¢x	 öŒ¯À£k’	 Ax÷Á	 ÁõÌÂß	

Aºzu©õS®”	GßÖ	TÔ	Psnß	¦ßÚøPzuõß.

Whether you be man or woman, you will never do anything in this world without courage. 
It is the greatest quality of the mind next to honor.
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Office Bearers honouring Sri P.R. Natarajan, MP, 
Coimbatore Constituency on 12th June 2019 at his office

Meeting with Sri Kanaga Sabapathi on 21-6-19 at 
CODISSIA

Meeting to discuss about 'Pollution Control' held at 
IIF, Coimbatore Chapter on 14th June 2019

Ms. M. Soundariya Preetha, Deputy Chief of Bureau – 
CBE, The Hindu met Sri V. Krishnakumar, President and 

Sri K.V. Karthik, Vice President on 19th June 2019

Session on ‘Opportunities for Exports of Engineering Products throughout the World with focus on Doing Business with 
VIETNAM by Sri C. H Nadiger, Regional Director, EEPC India, Chennai on 19th June 2019

66th Annual General Meeting on 21st June 2019



Coindia aCtivities

66th Annual General Meeting on 21st June 2019
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A Special Technical Committee Meeting on 24th June 2019

6th Committee Meeting of COINDIA held on 18th June 2019 at Cosmopolitan Club

'Clinic 3' - Workshop on BoP and Energy Efficiency in 
Motors, Pumps, Fans & Blowers held on 30th May 2019

SIEMENS Software Training for COINDIA Faculties at 
SIEMENS, Bangalore during third week of May 2019



PoÛ GsönÊzx Pmk¨£õmk 

Aø©¨¦ (].Gß.]) 

COMPUTER NUMERICAL CONTROL (CNC) 

P®¨³mh›À	£vÄ	öŒ#¯¨£k®	SÔ±mk	PmhøÍ	

ÁõUQ¯[PøÍU	 öPõsk	 (Coded Pogramme 
Statements),	 ªß	 Aq	 \Uv	 ªøP¨£kzvPÒ	

(Electronic Servo Drives / Amplifies),	©ØÖ®	öŒº÷Áõ	

÷©õmhõºPÒ	 (Servo Motor) öPõsk	 J¸	 EØ£zv	

G¢vµzvß	 öŒ¯À£õkPøÍ	 C¯USuÀ	 BS®.	

Pøh\À	 G¢vµ[PÒ	 (CNC Lathe),	 E÷»õP	 öÁmk	

ø©¯[PÒ	 (Machining Centres)	 ©ØÖ®	 £»Âu©õÚ	

EØ£zv	 G¢vµ[PÎÀ	 C¢u	 Pmk¨£õmk	 •øÓ	

uØ÷£õx	£¯ß£kzu¨£mk	Á¸QÓx.

E÷»õP	 öÁmk	 G¢vµ[PÎÀ,	 öÁmk	 EÎPÒ,	

AÀ»x	 ÷Áø»	 ÷©øhPøÍ,	 ªPªP	 xÀ¼¯©õÚ	

(0.01)	AÍÂÝUS	÷Ási¯	vøŒ°¾®,	÷Ási¯	

yµzvØS	©ØÖ®	÷Ási¯	÷ÁPzvÀ	|PºzxÁuØS	

£¯ß£kzu¨£k®	J¸	öuõÈÀ	~m£®	BS®.

J¸[Qøn¢u Ehß {PÌÄ öŒ¯À£õmk 

öuõÈÀ ~m£® 

CONCURRENT ENGINEERING

J¸	 ŒõuÚ®	 ÁiÁø©zx,	 Auß	 Áøµ¨£h[PÒ,	

EØ£zvz	 xøÓUS	 öPõkUP¨£k®.	 EØ£zv	

©ØÖ®	 ÷Põºzvøn¨¦,	 öŒ¯À£õmiÀ	 SøÓPÒ	

HØ£iß	 Ax	 ©Ö£i²®	 ÁiÁø©¨¦	 xøÓ°À	

\›	öŒ#¯¨£k®.	Cx	£øÇ¯•øÓ	CvÀ	öŒ»Ä®	

Põ»•®	AvP®	¤iUS®.

uØ÷£õx	 •uÀPmh	 ÁiÁø©¨¤ß	 ÷£õ÷u	

(Preliminary Design),	 Auß	 £SvPÒ	 EØ£zvz	

xøÓUS	öPõkUP¨£kQßÓx.	AÁºPÒ	EØ£zvUS	

GÎuõP	EÒÍuõ?	AÀ»x	©õØÓ[PÒ	÷uøÁ¯õ	GÚ	

TÖQßÓÚº.	¤ß¦	ÁiÁø©¨¦	CÖv	öŒ#¯¨£mk	

ªPª	 SøÓ¢u	 AÍÄ	 ]UPÀPÒ,	 SøÓPÐhß	

EØ£zv	|øhö£Ó	HxÁõQÓx.	Cµsk	xøÓPÐ®	

J÷µ	\©¯zvÀ	J¨¦	÷|õUSÁuõÀ	ŒõuÚ®	EØ£zvUS	

Á¸®	 Põ»®	 (Lead Time)	 SøÓQÓx.	 öŒ»Ä®	

SøÓQÓx.

öuõhº¢u ¦xø© BUP® 

CONSTANT INNOVATION 

ªP¨	 ¦xø©¯õÚ	 (Innovative),	 _»£©õP	 EØ£zv.	

öŒ#¯UTi¯	 (Easy to Manufacture),	 uµ©õÚ	

(Quality),	 Âø»ø¯	Âh	AvP	 ©v¨ø£	 uµUTi¯	

(Cost Effective)	 ŒõuÚ[PøÍ	 ÁiÁø©US®	 ÷£õx	

Pøh¨¤iUP	÷Ási¯	EzvPÒ	BS®.	ÁiÁø©¨¦U	

Põ»®		SøÓÁõPÄ®	 (Less Development Lead Time) 
Cøn¯õP	 J÷µ	 ÷|µzvÀ	 AøÚzxU	 SÊUPÐ®	

öŒ¯À£hÄ®	 (Simultanious Engineering)	 ÷Ási¯	

EzvPøÍU	Pøh¨¤izuÀ	AÁ]¯®.
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@£µõ]›¯º Â. Cµõ©aŒ¢vµß
C¯¢vµÂ¯À	xøÓ	(K#Ä),	§.Œõ.@Põ.	

öuõÈÀ~m£UPÀ¿›,	@PõøÁ

EØ£zv ÷©»õsø©US I¢x ©¢vµ[PÒ

|ÃÚ EØ£zv {ºÁõPÂ¯À & 

A¸göŒõØPÒ ÂÍUP® 

Glossary of Modern 
Manufacturing Management

A good traveler has no fixed plans, and is not intent on arriving.



Áøµ¯øÓ AÍÂØS Jzx C¸zuÀ

CONFORMANCE TO SPECIFICATION 

J¸	 EÖ¨¤ß	 ÁiÁ	 AÍÄP÷Íõ	 AÀ»x	 J¸	

ŒõuÚzvÀ	öŒ¯À£õmk	AÍÃkP÷Íõ	(Specification) 
Ax	SÔUP¨£mk	C¸US®	AÍÄUS	Jzx	C¸zu¾®	

AÀ»x	 AÝ©vUP¨£mh	 ÷ÁÖ£õmiØSÒ	

(Tolerance)	 C¸zu¾®	 BS®.	 £¯ß£õmiØSz	

uS¢ux	 (Fit for Use)	 GßÓ	 uSv	 HØÖUöPõÒÍz	

uUPx	 AÀ».	 SøÓ°À»õu	 öŒ¯À£õk	 AÀ»x	

E»Pzuµ®	 (Zero Defects)	GßÓ	•øÓ°À	SÔ±mk	

AÍÂØS	Jzx	C¸zuÀ	AÁ]¯®	BS®.

Pmk¨£õmk AmhÁøn Áøµ£h[PÒ 

CONTROL CHARTS

C¢u	 AmhÁønPÒ	 EØ£zv°h[PÎÀ,	

EØ£zv°ß	 ÷£õx	 HØ£k®	 ©õÖ£õkPøÍ	 SÔzx,	

Auß	PõµoPøÍ	(Parameters)	Bµõ#¢x	AuØ÷PØ£	

•iÄ	Gkzx	÷©®£kzxÁuØPõÚ	ÁÈ÷PõÐQßÓx.

÷ŒõuøÚ°ß	 ÷£õx,	 AÍÄPÎß	 ©õÖ£õk,	

Auß	 \µõ\›	 BQ¯ÁØøÓ	 ©v¨¥k	 öŒ#¯	 x-bar 
£¯ß£kQÓx.	\µõ\›°À	C¸¢x	©õÖ£k®	AÍÂøÚ	

PshÔ¯	 £¯ß£kÁx	 R-Chart BS®.	 Sn[PÎß	

ÁøPø¯	 (Attribute Types)	 öPõsk	 ¤›US®÷£õx	

JßÔß	 ÂQuõŒõµzøu	 (Proportion)	 SÔUP	 P-Chart 
£¯ß£kQÓx.	 A¢u	 {PÌÄ	 GzuøÚ	 •øÓ	

|øhö£ÖQÓx	 Gß£øu	 C-Chart SÔ¨¤kQßÓx.	

Cx÷£õ»	£»ÁøP	AmhÁønPÒ	EÒÍÚ.

Pmk¨£õmk vmh® 

CONTROL PLAN

J¸	 ŒõuÚ®	 AÀ»x	 EØ£zv	 •øÓPøÍ	 J¸	

SÔ¨¤mh	ÁÍºa]	{ø»°À	(Certain Point of Time) 
÷ŒõuøÚ°mk,	 AÔ²®	 •øÓ.	 BØÓ	 ÷Ási¯	

£oPøÍ	 {ºn°zxU	 TÖ®	 vmh	 ÁiÁ®	

(Document)	 BS®.	 Cuß	 ‰»®	 A¨÷£õøu¯	

ÁÍºa]	 {ø»ø¯	 (Progress)	 AÔ¢x	 |hÁiUøP	

GkUP	C¯¾®.	

AhUP Âø» {ºn¯ ø©¯[PÒ 

COST CENTRES

AhUPÂø»	 PnUQk®	 xøÓ	 (Cost Accounting) 
ªPÄ®	 •UQ¯©õÚ	 xøÓ	 BS®.	 C[Suõß	

JÆöÁõ¸	 ‰»¨ö£õ¸ÐUS®	 (Raw Material) 
JÆöÁõ¸	 ÷Áø»	 ÷|µzvØS®	 (Operation Cost), 
G¢vµ	©o	÷|µzvØS®	(Machine Hour Cost),	©ØÖ®	

PnUQ»h[Põ	 öŒ»ÂÚ[PÐUS®	 (Overhead & 
Cost),	 Esø©¯õÚ	 öŒ»Ä	 {ºn°UP¨£kQßÓx.	

Cuß‰»®	xøna	ŒõuÚ[PÎß	Âø»	(Subsystem 
Cost),	J¸	ŒõuÚzvß	Âø»	(Equipment Cost)	{ºn	

°UP	•i²®.	Cx÷£õP	ÂØ£øÚ	öŒ»Ä,	ÂÍ®£µ	

öŒ»Ä,	 \µUS	 AÝ¨¦®	 öŒ»Ä	 BQ¯øÁ²®	

PnUQh¨£kQßÓx.

C÷uõkTh	 öŒ»Ä	 Bµõ#uÀ	 (Cost Analysis),	
öŒ»Ä	 Pmk¨£kzxuÀ	 (Cost Control),	 öŒ»Ä	

SøÓzuÀ	(Cost Reduction)	BQ¯øÁ	A¢u¢u	xøÓ	

ÁÀ¾ÚºP÷Íõk	P»¢x	öŒ#¯¨£kQßÓx.

Cx	 |©x	 ŒõuÚ[PÎß	 ÂØ£øÚ	 Âø»ø¯	

{ºn°UPÄ®,	 |©x	 ÷£õmi	 {ÖÁÚ[PÎß	

Âø»÷¯õk	J¨¤mk¨	£õºUPÄ®	•iQßÓx.

Bµõ#¢x vmhªk® SÊUPÒ

CROSS FUNCTIONAL TEAM

öuõhº	 ŒõuÚ	 E¸ÁõUP,	 EØ£zv	 (Concurrent 
Engineering)	 •Êø©¯õÚ	 EØ£zvUPõÚ	

£Êx	 £õºUS®	 •øÓ	 (TPM),	 ÁiÁø©¨¤À	

ÁõiUøP¯õÍºPÎß	 P¸zxUS	 HØ£	ÁiÁø©zuÀ	

(QFD)	÷©¾®	÷Áø»°hzvÀ	P¸ÂPÒ	Aø©¨¦PÒ	

GÎuõUPÒ	 (Set Ups)	 BQ¯	 Põ›¯[PÒ	 ]Ó¨£õP	

Aø©¯	J¸	B÷»õ\øÚU	SÊ	Aø©UP¨£kQßÓx.	

£À	xøÓ	AÝ£ÁŒõ¼PøÍU	öPõsh	C¢u	Aø©¨¦	

]Ó¢u	•iÄPøÍ	wº©õÛUQßÓx.

öŒ¯À•øÓ ÷|µ®

CYCLE TIME

J¸	 £o°hzvÀ	 J¸	 ÷Áø»ø¯	 Bµ®£®	 •uÀ	

CÖv	 Áøµ	 öŒ#x	 •iUP	 BS®	 ÷|µ®	 BS®.	

CvÀ	 ÷Áø»ø¯	 ¤izuÀ,	 GkzuÀ,	 öÁmi	

E¸ÁõUSuÀ,	_ÇÀ	÷ÁP®	©õØÖuÀ	÷ŒõuøÚ°hÀ	

©ØÖ®	 GÀ»õ	 öŒ¯À£õmk	 ÷|µ[PÐ®	 Ah[S®.	

CuøÚ	 ÷|µ®	 AÍzuÀ	 (Time Study)	 GßÓ	 •øÓ	

‰»®	wº©õÛUQßÓÚº.	Cu÷Úõk	£o¯õÍº	EhØ	

÷ŒõºÄUPõPÄ®	]Ôx	÷|µzøu	(15%)	÷ŒºUQßÓÚº.	

öh®ª[ £›¢xøµUS® uµUPmk¨£õmk 

EzvPÒ  

DEMING'S QUALITY PRINCIPLES : 

1.	 •iÄPøÍ	÷|õUQ	öuõhºuÀ.	

2.	 ¦v¯	uzxÁ[PÎÀ	BºÁ®.

3.	 ÷ŒõuøÚ°kuø»	uÂºzuÀ	/	SøÓzuÀ

4.	 SøÓ¢u	 Âø»	 (Lowest Price) ö£õ¸Ò	

öPõÒ•uø»	uÂºzuÀ.

5.	 JÆöÁõ¸	öŒ¯À£õmøh²®	•ß÷ÚØÖuÀ.	

6.	 ÷Áø»°À	]Ó¢u	£°Ø]US	HØ£õk	öŒ#uÀ.

7.	 uø»ø©¨	£s¦	E¸ÁõUP®.	

8.	 £¯®	CßÔ	EøÇzuÀ	&	•iÄPÒ	GkzuÀ.	

9.	 uk¨¦a	 _ÁºPøÍ	 PøÍuÀ	 (£o¯õÍº	

©Ú[PÐUS	Cøh°À).	
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10.	 EøÇ¨¦	 Âµ¯®,	 Põ»Âµ¯®,	 £nÂµ¯®	

BQ¯ÁØøÓ	uÂºzuÀ.	

11.	 £¯ÚØÓ	SÔU÷PõÒPøÍz	uÂºzuÀ.	

12.	 £QºÂÀ	ö£¸ø©	öPõÒÁøu	FUSÂzuÀ.	

13.	 ÷©ØPÀÂ,	£°Øa]US	ÁÈ¯ø©zuÀ.	

14.	 ÷©À©mh	{ºÁõPzvÚ›ß	JzxøÇ¨¦	

BQ¯øÁ	BS®.

GÎø©¯õP EØ£zv öŒ#¯ HØÓÁõÖ 

ÁiÁø©zuÀ 

DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURER:

ŒõuÚ[PÒ	 ÁiÁø©¨¦z	 xøÓ°Úº;	 A¢u	

ŒõuÚzvÀ	SøÓ¢u	AÍÄ	GsoUøP°À	EÖ¨¦PÒ	

C¸US©õÖ®,	 GÎ¯	 Âø»SøÓÁõÚ	 PaŒõ¨	

ö£õ¸ÒPøÍ	£¯ß£kzv²®	ÁiÁø©UP	÷Ásk®.	

^µø©UP¨£mh	 (Standard) EÖ¨¦PøÍ	 £¯ß£kzu	

÷Ásk®.	GÎø©¯õÚ	EØ£zv	•øÓPÒ	öPõsk	

EÖ¨¦PÒ	 öŒ#uÀ,	 ÷uøÁU÷PØÓ	 xÀ¼¯®	

(Tolerance) ÷£õßÓÁØøÓ	 Pøh¤izuÀ.	 EØ£zv	

xøÓ°À	 EÖ¨¦PøÍ	 GÎø©¯õPÄ®,	 Âø»		

SøÓÁõPÄ®	öŒ#¯	•i²®.

÷ŒõuøÚ •øÓ°À vmhªhÀ 

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

J¸	 ŒõuÚzøu¨	 £ØÔ÷¯õ	 (Equipment) AÀ»x	

J¸	 ÁÈ	 •øÓø¯¨	 £ØÔ÷¯õ	 (Procudure),	 ¦ÒÎ	

ÂÁµ	 Ai¨£øh°À	 Bµõ#¢x	 wº©õÛUP¨£kuÀ	

÷Ásk®.	 CuÚõÀ	 SøÓ¢u	 AÍÄ	 ÷ŒõuøÚPÒ	

(Reduced Number of Test) ‰»©õP÷Á	Auß	uµzøu	

EÖv	 öŒ#¯	 •i²®.	 Auß	 •UQ¯	 PõµoPøÍ	

Psk¤izx	 öŒ¯À£kÁuõÀ	 öŒ»Ä®,	 Põ»•®	

SøÓQßÓx.

£oCøh {ØÓ¾UPõÚ Põµn® Bµõ#uÀ  

DOWN TIME ANALYSIS

J¸	£o°hzvÀ	J¸	÷Áø»÷¯õ	AÀ»x	G¢vµ÷©õ	

£o	GxÄ®	öŒ#¯õ©À	{ßÖ	C¸¢uõÀ	Ax	£o	

CÇ¨¦	 (Down Time)	 GßÖ	TÓ¨£k®.	 8	 ©o÷|µ	

£oUPõ»zvÀ	J¸	G¢vµ®	GzxøÚ	©oPÒ	EØ£zv	

öŒ#QÓx	Gß£x	ªP	•UQ¯®	Ax	85	\uÂQuzvØS	

÷©À	 C¸zuÀ	 AÁ]¯®.	 J¸	 £o°hzvÀ	 24	

©o÷|µ•®	 J¸	 G¢vµ®	 £o	 öŒ#ÁuØS	 HØÓ	

ÁøP°¾®,	 24	 ©o÷|µ•®	 £ÊvßÔ	 £õP[PøÍ	

EØ£zv	öŒ#x	öPõsk®	C¸UP	÷Ásk®	GßÖ®	

•Êø©¯õÚ	£Êx	}US®	•øÓ	(Total Productivity 
Maintenance)	TÖQßÓx.

J¸	ChzvÀ	£o	EØ£zv	 |hUPÂÀø»	GßÓõÀ,	

‰»¨ö£õ¸Ò	ÁµÄ	 umk¨£õhõ,	 G¢vµU	 ÷PõÍõÓõ,	

öÁmkU	P¸ÂPÒ	÷PõÍõÓõ,	£o•øÓ	uÁÓõÚuõ,	

£o¯õÍº	 £°Ø]	 SøÓ¯õ,	 ªßuøh	 ÷£õßÓ	

Põµn[PÍõ	GÚ	AÔ¢x	AÁØøÓ	Bµõ#¢x	ukzx	

wº¨£x	|©x	Phø©	BS®.

Gmk •UQ¯ ÃnõS® •øÓPÒ 

EIGHT TYPE OF WASTE

öŒ»øÁU	SøÓUS®	•iÂÀ	CßøÓ¯	{ø»¨£õk	

ÃnõÁøuz	 uk¨£÷u	 &	 GßÓ	 •iÄUS	 Á¢x	

EÒÍÚº.	Cøu	•UQ¯©õÚ	JßÓõPU	P¸xQßÓÚº.	

£»ÁøP	 ÷©»õsø©	•iÄPÒ	 (Lean, Kaizen, Six 
Sigma)	GÀ»õ®	ÃnõS®	ÁøPPøÍ	TÖQßÓÚ.

AvP¨£i¯õÚ	÷£õUSÁµzx	 (Transport) 
AvP¨£i¯õÚ	‰»¨ö£õ¸Ò	C¸¨¦	 (Inventory) 
AvP¨£i¯õÚ	÷Áshõu	C¯UP[PÒ	 (Motion)
AvP¨£i¯õÚ	Põzv¸¨¦	 (Waiting)
AvP¨£i¯õÚ	EØ£zv	 (Over Production)
AvP¨£i¯õÚ	öŒ¯À£õkPÒ	 (Over Processing)
AvP¨£i¯õÚ	£Êx	EÖ¨¦PÒ	 (Defects) 
AvP¨£i¯õÚ	£o¯õÍº	Põ»Âµ¯®	 (Under 
utilized People)

£o¯õÍº £ozvÓß Á›øŒ 

EMPLOYEE CROSSFUNCTIONAL MATRIX

£o¯õÍºPÎß	 £ozvÓøÚ	 ÷ŒõuøÚ°mk	 uµ	

Á›øŒ¨£kzx®	 J¸	 Ezv	 BS®.	 J¸	 £o°À	

£°Ø]	ö£ØÖ	AvÀ	÷Áø»	öŒ#¯	uSv	EÒÍÁº	

GÚ	wº©õÛUP¨£mhÁº.	AÁº	£°Øa]	ö£ØÓÁº	GÚ	

AøÇUP¨£kQÓõº.	 (Trained – T) Akzu	 {ø»°À	

EÒÍÁº	 £°Øa]	 ö£ØÖ	 £mh¯®	 (Certificate) 
ö£ØÓÁº.	CÁº	÷©Ø£õºøÁ	CÀ»õ©À	uÛ¯õP÷Á	

A¢u	 £oø¯	 |ßS	 öŒ#£Áº.	 CÁøµ	 £mh¯®	

ö£ØÓÁº	 (Certified C)	 GßÖ	 AøÇUQßÓÚº.	

Akzu	{ø»°À	EÒÍÁº,	£°Øa],	£mh®,	©ØÖ®	

AÝ£Á®	 ö£ØÖ	 A¢u	 £oø¯	 ÷©¾®	 ]Ó¨£õP	

öŒ#£Áº.	 CÁº	 ©ØÓÁºPÐUS®	 AvÀ	 £°Øa]	

AÎUS®	 vÓß	 ö£ØÓÁº.	 CÁøµ	 £°Øa]	 AÎUP	

£mh¯®	 ö£ØÓÁº	 (Certified to  Train C T) GßÖ 

AøÇUQßÓÚº.

{ÖÁÚzvß ÁÍ[PøÍ vmhªhÀ / 

£¯ÜmhÀ 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 

J¸	{ÖÁÚzvß	ÁÍ[PøÍ	 (Resources) vmhªmh	

£¯ÚÒÍ	•øÓ°À	]UPÚ©õP	£¯ß£kzu	HØ£mh	

Ezv	 BS®.	 xøÓPÐUS	 Cøh÷¯	 BÚ	 uPÁÀ	

£›©õØÓ®,	 ÁõiUøP¯õÍº	 (Customer), ö£õ¸Ò	

ÁÇ[S÷Áõº	 (Supplier)	 BQ÷¯õ¸hÚõÚ	 öuõhº¦	

CÁØøÓ	÷©®£kzx®	Ezv.
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SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL TESTING AND RESEARCH CENTRE 
(A-NOT-FOR-PROFIT SOCIETY TO SERVE ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES) 

Si’Tarc is NABL Accredited Laboratory and having the latest Testing facilities in Electrical Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, and Metrology. 

We are glad to inform that Si’Tarc is now emerged with a new added facility of 

 “WATER TESTING IN NABL APPROVED LABORATORY” 

We have world-class equipments in our lab for testing water samples like, 

 Mineral Water
 Effluent Treated Process Water

 RO Water
 Packaged Drinking Water

 Bore well Water
 Waste Water

 Rain Water
 Raw Water etc,.

• All Tests are Conducted as per National/International Standards

• We collect the samples from your doorsteps and provide you the results on-time.

For More Details Contact:

#83,84 Avarampalayam Road, K.R.Puram Post, Coimbatore – 641021.
Ph/Fax: 0422 – 2562612, 2560473. 

Email:sitarcinfo@sitarc.com,Website:www.sitarc.com
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PÂøu
	 ©soÀ §zu §UPÒ  uõß Ev¸® |® ©ÚvÀ

§zx |m¦UPÒ GßÖ® EvºÁvÀø»..

	 ©µn÷© Á¢uõ¾® EßøÚ ©ÓUPõu Cu¯® ÷Ásk®...

öáß©® JßÖ C¸¢uõÀ AvÀ }÷¯ ÷Ásk® 

EÓÁõP...! ©mk® AÀ» E°µõP...!

	 Eß Aßø£ Esø©¯õP ÷|]UP £»÷£º C¸UP»õ®...!

BÚõÀ... E°µõP _Áõ]UP |õß ©mk÷© C¸¨÷£ß...!

	 Eß {øÚÄPÒ Gß ö|g]À C¸US® ÷£õx 

{µ¢uµ ¤›ÄPÒ GßÖ® CÀø»... GßöÓßÖ® Eß 

{øÚÄPÐhß...!

	 öÁØÔ Á¸® Áøµ Svøµ ÷ÁPzvÀ Kk...

öÁØÔ Á¢u ¤ÓS Svøµø¯ Âh ÷ÁP©õP Kk... 

A¨÷£õxuõß...! öÁØÔ EßÛh® {ø»zv¸US®.

uzxÁ®
	 A›] GßÓõ¾® Aµ]¯À GßÓõ¾® 

PøÍö¯k¨£x AÁ]¯®

	 Akzu ö|õi |©US öŒõ¢uªÀ»õu ÷£õx

}¯õ |õÚõ GßÓ ÷£õmi ö£õÓõø©PÒ 

GuØS...

	 ÁõÛø»ø¯Âh Av ÷ÁP©õ# 

©õÖQÓx ©ÛuÛß ©Ú{ø»...

	 P ì h [ P Ò  P Á ø » P Ò  E Ú U S 

©mk® uõß GßÖ ¦»®£õ÷u C[S 

\¢÷uõåzøu ©mk® AÝ£ÂUS® 

©Ûuº GÁ¸ªÀø»...

	 G [ S  E Ú U S  ÷ P Ò Â  ÷ P m P 

E › ø © ° À ø » ÷ ¯ õ  A [ S  } 

Aiø©£kzu¨£kQÓõ#......

|øPa”øÁ
	 “hõUhº Œõº! Gß PnÁ¸US vjºÝ 

‰a_ vnÖx!”  “Hß GßÚõa_?” 

 “Ax JsqªÀø» hõUhº Gß 

T¢u¼À C¯ØøP¯õP÷Á ©n® 

C¸UPõ CÀø»¯õßÝ ÷©õ¢x 

£õºzuõº!”
	 ÷|õ¯õÎ: “vÚ•® J¸ £aøŒ •møh 

Œõ¨¤hÝ©õ... GßÚõ» •i¯õx  

hõUhº.”  hõUhº: “Hß •i¯õx?” 

÷|õ¯õÎ: “HßÚõ G[P Ãmk ÷PõÈ 

öÁÒøÍ •møhuõß ÷£õk®”
	 {¸£º: “E[P Á¸[Põ»U PnÁº G¨£i 

C¸UPq®Ý {øÚUQÕ[P?”
 |iøP: “{PÌPõ»U PnÁøµ Âh 

|À»Áµõ C¸UPq®Ý uõß.”
	 E©õ: “B¥_US ÷£õS®÷£õx Eß 

PnÁº ‘Smø|m’ßÝ öŒõÀ¼mk¨ 

÷£õÓõ÷µ...GxUS?” µ©õ: “A[P ÷£õ# 

y[Pzuõ÷Ú ÷£õÓõº.”
	 “ P s h U h ÷ µ ,  A k z u  ì h õ ¨ ¤ À 

|õß CÓ[Pq®.”  “Aøu Hß¯õ 

G[Qmh öŒõÀ÷Ó, A÷uõ møµÁº 

y[Qmi¸UPõº, GÊ¨¤ AÁº Qm÷h 

öŒõÀ¾.” 

©¸zxÁ®
	 P¸g^µPzvÀ |Ö©n Gsön# 

EÒÍx. Ax Á°ØÖ E¨¦\® 

©ØÖ® Á¼ø¯ }UQ, PÈÄPøÍ 

GÎuõP öÁÎ÷¯ØÖ®ußø© 

öPõshx. 

	 öuõhº C¸©À ©ØÖ® Bìx©õ 

÷|õ¯õÀ xß£¨£kQÓÁºPÒ J¸ 

÷uUPµsi P¸g ^µP ö£õiø¯ 

÷uß ©ØÖ® Aøµ ÷uUPµsi 

Aøµzu §sk ÂÊxhß P»¢x 

Œõ¨¤h ÷Ásk®. Cx ~øµ±µ¼À 

E¸ÁõS® \Îø¯ APØÖ®.

	 vÚ•® ©g\Ò P›\»õ[Pso 

Røµø¯ E£÷¯õQzx 

Á¸£ÁºPÐUS CµzuzvÀ EÒÍ 

öPmh }º öÁÎ÷¯ØÓ¨£mk 

Cµzu®  _zu©õS®. ©»a]UPÀ 

}[S®. B²Ò Â¸zv¯õS®.

	 {»÷Á®¦U Si}º ‰mk Á¼÷¯õk 

÷Œº¢u Põ#a\À EÒ£h AøÚzx 

ÁøP Põ#a\ÀPÐ® Áµõ©À ukUP 

EuÄ®.

	 {»÷Á®¦U Si}º Si¨£uõÀ ShÀ 

§a] }[S®. EhÀ Á¾¨ö£Ö®. 

¤zu AvP›¨ø£U SøÓUS®. 

\ºUPøµ Â¯õvUS EP¢ux.

BßªP® AÔ÷Áõ® 
	 ‹›¯ Eu¯zxUS •ßÚõÀ ÂÈ¨£x ]Ó¢u £ÇUP®. AvPõø»°À 

PhÄøÍz v¯õÚ® öŒ#uÀ AÁ]¯®. ¤ßÚº Põø»UPhßPøÍ 

•Êø©¯õP öŒ#uÀ @Ásk®. CÍ® öÁ°¼À ªu©õÚ EhØ£°Ø] 

öŒ#¯ @Ásk®.

	 CÍ® öÁ¢}›À AÊUS wµ @u#zxa ”zu©õP SÎzuÀ @Ásk®. Põø» 

öÁ°À EhÀ @©À £hõu Ásn® @©ØŒmøh AouÀ @Ásk®.

	 SÎzu¤ß PhÄøÍ ]Ôx @|µ® Án[P @Ásk®. £] GkzuÄhß 

Œõ¨¤h @Ásk®. @ÁP@ÁP©õP@Áõ AÀ»x @Œõ®@£ÔzuÚzxhß ªP 

{uõÚ©õP@Áõ Œõ¨¤hUThõx. Œõ¨¤mk •i¢uÄhß öÁ¢}º A¸¢u 

@Ásk®.

	 öPõø», @Põ£®, @Œõ®£À, ö£õ#, ö£õÓõø©, PkgöŒõÀ CÁØøÓ 

PÚÂ¾® {øÚUPU Thõx. ¦øP, PÒ @£õßÓ w¯ £ÇUP[PøÍ²® 

AÓ@Á uÂºUP @Ásk®. £umhz@uõk GaöŒ¯ø»²® AqSuÀ Thõx. 

CÁØøÓ Â»UPõÂmhõÀ B@µõUQ¯zøu¨ £õxPõUP •i¯õx.

	 |À@»õº ©Úøu |k[P öŒ#²® Põ›¯zøu øPÂk[PÒ. |®¤¯ÁºPøÍ 

|mhõØÔÀ øP PÊÂ ÂhõwºPÒ. BøŒ Põmi, ¯õøµ²® @©õŒ® 

öŒ#¯õwºPÒ. ¯õøµ²® AÁ©vUS® Gsnzøu øPÂk[PÒ.

Flagging off the new year on a positive note setting the basic outline of your goals 
will help you achieve what you want.
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66th Annual General Meeting on 21st June 2019
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Our Activities 
during June 2019

Governing Council of Chamber
Sri V. Krishnakumar President and Sri K V Karthik, Vice 
President attended the Governing Council Meeting of 
Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry on 10th 
June 2019 at Chamber Towers

Felicitation to Shri P.R. Natarajan
Office Bearers met Sri P. R. Natarajan, Member of 
Parliament, Coimbatore Constituency on 12th June 
2019 at his office and discussed about the GST issues 
and infrastructure facilities at Coimbatore.

Pollution Control
Sri V Krishnakumar, President attended the meeting 
organized by Institute of Indian Foundrymen, 
Coimbatore Chapter to discuss about the issues on 
Environmental and Pollution Control on 14th June 
2019 at IIF Office

EÇ@Á uø»

Sri V Krishnakumar, President Participated in EÇ@Á 
uø» 3.0 organized by Indian Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry, Coimbatore on 15th June 2019 at 
COINDIA Complex

Siruthuli's 16th Anniversary Celebrations
Sri V Krishnakumar, President Participated in the 16th 
Anniversary Celebrations of SIRUTHULI on 17th June 
2019 at Race Course, Coimbatore. The celebration 
ended with planting of 16 tree saplings marking the 
16 years existence of Siruthuli, alongside the Race 
Course walkway.

Committee Meeting of COINDIA
Office bearers attended the sixth Committee Meeting 
of COINDIA on 18th June 2019 at COSMO Politian 
Club.

Container Corporation of India
Sri V Santhosh, Terminal Manager, Container 
Corporation of India, Coimbatore met Office bearers 
discussed about the facilities available for exporters 
at Coimbatore on 19th June 2019 at our Association.

Export Awareness Program
SIEMA Jointly with EEPC India organized a session 
on “Opportunities for Exports of Engineering Products 
throughout the World with focus on Doing Business 
with VIETNAM by Sri C. H Nadiger, Regional Director, 
EEPC India, Chennai Dr. Nitin Seth, IIFT had 
discussion with members on “Logistics Performance 
Index” on 19th June 2019 at our Association

66th Annual General Meeting
The 66th Annual General Meeting of our Association 
was held on 21st June 2019 at our Association. The 
minutes of the meeting was already been circulated to 
all our members.

1st Managing Committee Meeting
The first Meeting of the Managing Committee was 
held on immediately after the AGM on 21st June 2019 
at our Association.  The minutes of the meeting was 
already been circulated to all our members.

Meeting at CODISSIA
Sri V Krishnakumar, President attended the meeting 
with Sri Kanaga Sabapathi on 21st June 2019 at 
CODISSIA.

Technical Committee Meeting
A Special Technical Committee Meeting was held on 
24th June 2019 at our Association to discuss about the 
proposed performance Factors of BEE.

Bureau of Energy Efficiency
Sri V. Krishnakumar, President, Sri K.V. Karthik, Vice 
President, SIEMA and Sri C.R. Shanmughasundaram 
and Sri K. Ramakrishnan, representatives of our 
member Industries attended the 8th technical 
committee meeting of Agriculture pump sets of S&L 
Programme  on 26th June, 2019 at, Bureau of Energy 
Efficiency, New Delhi.

Si’Tarc Governing Council
Sri V. Krishnakumar, President and Sri K.V. Karthik, 
Vice President attend the 4th Governing Council 
Meeting on 29th June 2019.

Trial and error method is fine, but gaining from others' experience is a smart idea.








